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ABSTRACT

An Annotated Guide to Flute and Guitar Music

by

Kristi Benedick

Dr. Stephen Caplan, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Music
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

This document will contain an annotated bibliography of all of the flute and guitar music that is currently available. The annotations, organized by level of difficulty, will include title, composer, arranger, publisher, date of publication, level of difficulty, description of difficulties, and description of the piece.

The pieces will be located and obtained by diverse sources, including libraries, various collections, and catalog listings. The study will be completed after careful examination of each piece listed in the document. The end result will be a publishable resource for both flutists and guitarists of all levels.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to provide a comprehensive annotated list of currently available flute and guitar works. The document is meant for college professors, professional flutists, students, and amateur flute and guitar ensembles looking for performance repertoire. The content is organized by level of difficulty. Prior to the annotations, level descriptions are provided for the inquirer. After reading these descriptions, the inquirer can then determine the appropriate level that they require and browse through an alphabetical listing of pieces within that level.

The popularity of the flute and guitar duo can be traced back to Maro Giuliani (1781-1829), who contributed considerably to the repertoire. Prior to Giuliani there was little written for the ensemble other than duos for recorder and guitar or lute. During the early nineteenth century Giuliani lived in Vienna where he was establishing himself as a composer. Well-known as a guitarist, he wrote many works that displayed the guitar’s virtuosity and lyrical capacities. The works he wrote during this time for guitar and flute or violin, and guitar and voice were works in which he displayed the guitar as more than merely an accompanimental instrument. From 1812 until his death Giuliani wrote extensively for the flute or violin and guitar combination. After Giuliani demonstrated the vast possibilities of the duo, more composers began exploring this combination. By the twentieth century a considerable amount of music was written and continues to be written for the duo. The majority of non-transcribed flute and guitar music is therefore from the twentieth century and beyond.

Bibliographies presently exist for flute music in general, but the solitary bibliography that exists for flute and guitar is Irene Maddox’s *Flute and Guitar; Listing of Currently Available Works*. Maddox’s un-annotated document was published in 1980, making it currently 30 years out of date. Due to the vast amount of twentieth century music written for the ensemble, the flute

---

and guitar ensemble has become increasingly popular. Since Maddox’s publication in 1980 an abundant amount of music has been composed for the duo additionally making a current bibliography necessary.

In preparing this document, the online database World Cat was searched to obtain a primary list of flute and guitar repertoire. The Flute World and Guitar Solo Publications’ catalogs were also searched to help complete this list. To obtain the materials, the author primarily used the University of Nevada Las Vegas’s document delivery service and then examined the National Flute Association Collection housed at the University of Arizona library in Tucson, Arizona. Finally, the remaining scores that were not obtainable through the libraries were purchased. Due to the living nature of the topic, April 13, 2009 was chosen as a final access date for the scores included in the World Cat database. Without this final access date, the project would remain endlessly incomplete.

The features studied in both the flute and guitar parts of each piece include: number of movements, time period in which the work was written, texture, melodic content, rhythmic difficulty, technique, ornamentation, extended techniques, pitch range, and dynamics. The difficulty or simplicity of these features determined in which level the pieces are listed. In order to determine classification methods, several additional sources were consulted as models. These sources include the Flute World Catalog’s grading system, James Pellerite’s *A Handbook of Literature for the Flute*, Irene Maddox’s *Flute and Guitar: Listing of Currently Available Works*, Bernard Pierreuse’s *Flute Literature: General Catalog of Published and Unpublished Works by Instrumental Category*, Franz Vester’s *Flute Music of the 18th Century; An Annotated Bibliography*, and Nancy Toff’s *The Flute Book*.

The annotations included in this document are meant point out challenges and/or important observations about the works. The level descriptions provide a primary guide to what specific elements the pieces will contain, while the annotations simply expand on those elements and therefore do not contain comments about every element listed above and in the level descriptions.
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This document is organized with the level descriptions followed by the four primary sections, each of which represents a level. The level I and level II categories do not contain annotations for all of the pieces listed. The majority of the pieces in levels I and II display the characteristics as described in the level descriptions. If a level I or level II work displays a characteristic that is not listed in the level descriptions, the characteristic is mentioned in a short annotation. Finally, the end of the document includes an appendix of the flute and guitar works that were listed in WorldCat and/or the Flute World and Guitar Solo Publications’ catalogs but that were unattainable either for purchase or for loan through the interlibrary loan system.
LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS

The level descriptions list the main characteristics of each piece. An early high school/late middle school foundation of playing is needed for the pieces in level I. Level I is not intended for very basic beginners. Level II is intended for performers with a late high school to early undergraduate college base level of playing. Level III is intended for performers with a mid-undergraduate college to graduate base level of playing and beyond. Level IV requires a graduate student base level of playing and above. Level IV lists pieces that require the frequent use of extended techniques and avant-garde rhythm and pitch organization.

At times a piece may contain a small number of elements that fit into a higher level than the one in which the piece has been placed. In these instances I have placed the piece in the level that best describes the piece and pointed out the more difficult elements in the annotation. Also in the level descriptions when c-4 is referenced it pertains to middle c.

Level I:

Flute pitch range: The flute part ranges d-4 to g-6 and includes mostly stepwise intervals with leaps no larger than a sixth.

Flute and guitar rhythmic complexity: Rhythms may contain simple syncopation, whole notes, half notes, dotted half notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, eighth notes, dotted eighth notes, sixteenth notes, triplets, dotted quarter-eighth note combinations, and dotted eighth sixteenth note combinations. Meters that may be used are either simple (2/4, 3/4, 4/4) or compound meter (6/8, 12/8, 3/8). Meter changes within a piece are infrequent and typically change from a simple meter to another simple meter or from a compound meter to another compound meter.

Flute and guitar dynamic range: Minimal dynamic changes are used. Dynamics that may be required include: piano, mezzo piano, forte, mezzo forte, crescendos, and diminuendos.

Flute and guitar ornaments: Ornaments are used infrequently and include trills, mordents, and grace notes.
Flute extended techniques: No extended techniques are used in level I pieces.

Guitar texture: Level I guitar parts typically contain simple chords and arpeggios that support the flute line. Level I guitar parts occasionally contain simple melodic material as well.

Ensemble texture/rhythm: Both the flute and guitar parts contain complementary rhythms (no two-against-three or three-against-four). Some simple accelerandos, ritardandos, and tempo changes may be used. Textures are typically homophonic with the flute playing the melodic material and the guitar playing accompaniment material. The flute and guitar play together most of the time with very few solo sections for either instrument.

Level II:

Flute pitch range: The flute part uses a range from c-4 to c-7 and includes some use of leaps of up to an octave. Technical passages contain mainly scalar and/or arpeggiated patterns.

Flute and guitar rhythmic complexity: Rhythms may contain all rhythmic values and their combinations, syncopation, ritardandos, accelerandos, and tempo changes. Meters may include: cut time, simple meters (2/4, 4/4, 3/4, 5/4, etc.), and/or compound meters (6/8, 12/8, 3/8, etc.). Meter changes typically stay within simple or compound meter, however few meter changes from simple to compound or the reverse may be incorporated into the works.

Flute and guitar dynamic range: Dynamics used may include the full range of dynamic variety, crescendos, diminuendo, sforzandos, forte-pianos. Dynamics change more frequently than in level I.

Flute and guitar ornaments: Ornaments used include trills, grace notes, mordents, turns, and falls. Ornamentation is used moderately to frequently and at times obscures the rhythms.

Flute extended techniques: Flute extended techniques are used infrequently and may include glissandi or flutter tonguing.

Guitar extended techniques: Guitar extended techniques are used infrequently and may
include harmonics (natural and artificial), rasgueado, and tamboura. Retuning of specific guitar strings may occur.

**Guitar texture:** The guitar part primarily contains chordal and arpeggiated material but also contains more frequent melodic material than in level I.

**Ensemble texture/rhythm:** Both parts contain mostly complementary rhythms with a few instances of two-against-three or three-against-four. Tempos change more frequently than in level I and accelerandos and ritardandos are also used more frequently than in level I. Textures are primarily homophonic with mostly flute melody and guitar accompaniment but at times the guitar may become the melodic instrument. Solo sections also may be used for either instrument.

**Level III:**

**Flute pitch range:** The flute range includes pitches from b-3 to d-7 and contains a moderate number of leaps (up to 2 octaves wide). Technical runs in level III pieces are not always based on scale patterns or arpeggiations.

**Flute and guitar rhythmic complexity:** Rhythms may consist of all values and combinations, frequent syncopation, and complex rhythmic combinations. Meters change frequently and use all possibilities of simple and compound meters. Meter changes from compound to simple and the reverse are common.

**Flute and guitar dynamic range:** All dynamic possibilities may be used. Frequent dynamic changes and extreme shifts are common (ex. shifting from pianissimo to fortissimo within a few beats).

**Flute and guitar ornaments:** Ornaments include all ornamental possibilities and may be used frequently.

**Flute extended techniques:** Flute extended techniques are used moderately and may include flutter tonguing, timbral trills, key clicks, harmonics, and glissandi.
**Guitar extended techniques:** Guitar extended techniques are used moderately and may include harmonics (natural and artificial), percussion, rasgueado, tambura, tremelo, and retuning of specific strings.

**Guitar texture:** Guitar textures may use difficult chord and arpeggio structures, frequent melodic material, technical runs, and sections of melody and accompaniment at the same time.

**Ensemble texture/rhythm:** Frequent non-complementary rhythms may be used (ex. two-against-three). Moderate tempo changes, use of ritardando, and the use of cadenzas in both parts may occur. Textures used include homophony, polyphony, and monophony and often contain short to lengthy solo and/or cadenza sections for either instrument.

**Level IV:**

**Flute pitch range:** The flute range includes b-3 to f-7 and there may be frequent large leaps (2 octaves or larger). Technical passages contain large leaps and are frequently not based on scale or arpeggio patterns.

**Flute and guitar rhythmic complexity:** Rhythms may contain all rhythmic combinations, frequent meter changes, frequent syncopation, difficult rhythmic combinations, all meter possibilities, the lack of a meter, and non-standard rhythmic notation.

**Flute and guitar dynamic range:** All dynamic possibilities may be used. Frequent dynamic changes and extreme shifts may exist.

**Flute and guitar ornaments:** All possible ornaments may be used.

**Flute and guitar extended techniques:** These pieces may include the frequent use of all possible extended techniques. Graphic notation of pitch and rhythm elements also may be used.

**Guitar texture:** The guitar texture may use all of the elements in the previous levels but the material becomes more challenging in level IV.
**Ensemble texture/rhythm:** All possible textures and all possible complementary or non-complementary rhythms may be used as well as frequent accelerando, ritardando, ad lib, use of cadenza, tempo changes, and flexible tempos.
LEVEL I

**Flute pitch range:** The flute part ranges d-4 to g-6 and includes mostly stepwise intervals with leaps no larger than a sixth.

**Flute and guitar rhythmic complexity:** Rhythms may contain simple syncopation, whole notes, half notes, dotted half notes, quarter notes, dotted quarter notes, eighth notes, dotted eighth notes, sixteenth notes, triplets, dotted quarter-eighth note combinations, and dotted eighth sixteenth note combinations. Meters that may be used are either simple (2/4, 3/4, 4/4) or compound meter (6/8, 12/8, 3/8). Meter changes within a piece are infrequent and typically change from a simple meter to another simple meter or from a compound meter to another compound meter.

**Flute and guitar dynamic range:** Minimal dynamic changes are used. Dynamics that may be required include: piano, mezzo piano, forte, mezzo forte, crescendos, and diminuendos.

**Flute and guitar ornaments:** Ornaments are used infrequently and include trills, mordents, and grace notes.

**Flute extended techniques:** No extended techniques are used in level I pieces.

**Guitar texture:** Level I guitar parts typically contain simple chords and arpeggios that support the flute line. Level I guitar parts occasionally contain simple melodic material as well.

**Ensemble texture/rhythm:** Both the flute and guitar parts contain complementary rhythms (no two-against-three or three-against-four). Some simple accelerandos, ritardandos, and tempo changes may be used. Textures are typically homophonic with the flute playing the melodic material and the guitar playing accompaniment material. The flute and guitar play together most of the time with very few solo sections for either instrument.


The guitar writing here is more demanding than the flute part. It includes a lengthy opening cadenza as well as harmonics and grace notes.

This collection contains nine works for flute and guitar. The remaining four works are for flute and two guitars or two flutes and two guitars.


This arrangement of seven short eighteenth-century pieces contains one work, *Bourree*, for flute and guitar. The remaining works are scored for solo guitar, two guitars, or piano.


This work requires the guitarist to tune the sixth string to d in No. 18 and e in No. 22.


Some of the pieces in this collection of sixteen Hungarian folk tunes contain elements that are more challenging than level I: for instance the use of 3/2 meter and a flute range that extends down to c-4. (These may be taken up an octave to accommodate a level one flutist.)


3/2 meter occurs in one of the movements of this work.


The flute part of this work includes a few glissandi.


*Cinq Microtangos* is a set of brief, homophonic contemporary works, most of which belong in the level I category. (However the third movement contains a flute range that extends to b-6.)


These pieces follow the level I guidelines except the third work is unmetered.


The guitar part in this collection is comprised of chord symbols only.


This work includes two instances of polymeter (seven against six).


*Bossa bleue* contains a few elements that do not fall within level I, including flutter tonguing and one harmonic in the guitar part.


*Danse* includes one brief meter change from 3/4 to 6/8.


The flute part of *Luizes and Lendas* includes a glissando and a section that can be improvised if desired.


This is a collection of five short homophonic folk tunes that are mostly level I. A few sixty-fourth note figures appear in both parts and alternative tuning of the guitar strings is required.


The guitar parts of these songs use both natural and artificial harmonics.


This edition of *Sicilienne* is handwritten. The flute range extends to c-4 and the sixth string of the guitar is tuned down to D.


This edition of *Sicilienne* contains one c-4 in the flute part and one instance of harmonics in the guitar part.


One of the pieces opens with a short, unmetered flute solo, and the guitar part contains a few instances of tamboura and rasgueado.


It should be noted that while this is listed as a level I based on the flute part, the guitar part is more challenging, encompassing several solo passages, complex textures, harmonics, and tamboura.


The guitar part uses tablature and chord symbols exclusively.


The guitar part of *Kuvia Luonnosta* includes a few instances of harmonics.


The flute part of this work contains a short cadenza.


The guitar part of *Impression* calls for harmonics.


The majority of the piece is simple enough to qualify as level one, however there are a few instances of two-against-three rhythms and two appearances of b-6 in the flute part.


*Andante in D* requires the guitarist to tune the e string down to d.


The guitar part to *Tambourines* uses harmonics and tamboura.


The flute part in this collection contains one short solo/cadenza. The guitar writing calls for harmonics and requires tuning the sixth string to d and e, and the fifth string to g and a.


This sonata uses 3/2, 12/8, and 3/8 meters in the third, fourth, and fifth movements respectively.


The guitar part of *Valse* contains one instance of harmonics.


This includes movements that are designated for either piccolo or descant recorder. Additionally, some hemiola patterns challenge both players.


*Evocación y Joropo* includes one instance of changing meter.


The guitar part of *Suite populaire espagnole* contains rasgueado.


*Music for Flute and Guitar* contains certain elements beyond level I, among them one c-4 in the flute part and one meter change from 3/4 to 6/8.


Some of the easier pieces in *Concert Selections* contain ossia parts for more advanced students.


The violinistic origin of this piece is evident in the presence of double stops and some low range writing that must be taken up an octave to be played on the flute.


This edition of Pachelbel’s *Canon* is listed as a level I because the flute range only extends to d-4. The other editions of this work listed as level II contain a range that extends to c-4.


The first dance of this suite employs 3/2 meter.


This work requires the guitar’s sixth string to be tuned to D.


Two glissandi are included in the flute part.


Sonatina de primavera contains meter changes from 2/4 to 6/8 in the second movement.


The guitar part of this work requires natural harmonics in the opening section.


Originally for violin, this piece demands a range of g-3 to d-6, some of which (g-3 to c-4) must be taken up an octave.


In this edition of *Three Gymnopédies*, the sixth string of the guitar is tuned to D.


The guitarist must tune the third string to f#.  Rhythmically, barlines are not lined up accurately to reflect the meter, presumably because the work has been transcribed from tablature.

The flute parts contained within this collection include two instances where the range reaches to c-4.

This work contains one instance of c-4 in the flute part.

The average difficulty of the ten short pieces contained in this work is level I, but there are a few places where thirty-second notes are featured.


*Dances* contains one instance of “golpe” in the guitar part.


This work requires the guitar’s sixth string to be tuned to D.


The flute parts in this collection extend down to c-4.


*Le petit chevrier corse* includes meter changes from 3/4 to 6/8.


Originally conceived for violin, the flute transcription reaches to b-3. The guitar part contains harmonics and features an introductory solo.


*Kleine Suite* contains 3/2 meter.


The first two of these pieces qualify as level I but do contain 2/2 meter. The third is more challenging, calling for both thirty-second and sixty-fourth note runs.
LEVEL II

**Flute pitch range:** The flute part uses a range from c-4 to c-7 and includes some use of leaps of up to an octave. Technical passages contain mainly scalar and/or arpeggiated patterns.

**Flute and guitar rhythmic complexity:** Rhythms may contain all rhythmic values and their combinations, syncopation, ritardandos, accelerandos, and tempo changes. Meters may include: cut time, simple meters (2/4, 4/4, 3/4, 5/4, etc.), and/or compound meters (6/8, 12/8, 3/8, etc.). Meter changes typically stay within simple or compound meter, however few meter changes from simple to compound or the reverse may be incorporated into the works.

**Flute and guitar dynamic range:** Dynamics used may include the full range of dynamic variety, crescendos, diminuendo, sforzandos, forte-pianos. Dynamics change more frequently than in level I.

**Flute and guitar ornaments:** Ornaments used include trills, grace notes, mordents, turns, and falls. Ornamentation is used moderately to frequently and at times obscures the rhythms.

**Flute extended techniques:** Flute extended techniques are used infrequently and may include glissandi or flutter tonguing.

**Guitar extended techniques:** Guitar extended techniques are used infrequently and may include harmonics (natural and artificial), rasgueado, and tamboura. Retuning of specific guitar strings may occur.

**Guitar texture:** The guitar part primarily contains chordal and arpeggiated material but also contains more frequent melodic material than in level I.

**Ensemble texture/rhythm:** Both parts contain mostly complementary rhythms with a few instances of two-against-three or three-against-four. Tempos change more frequently than in level I and accelerandos and ritardandos are also used more frequently than in level I. Textures are primarily homophonic with mostly flute melody and guitar accompaniment but at times the guitar may become the melodic instrument. Solo sections also may be used for either instrument.


This is a three-volume collection of forty-five short jazz-inspired pieces. Each volume comes with a compact disc that includes recordings of the pieces, along with play-along recordings of the separate flute and guitar parts.


Ralph Andrews’ *Mass for Flute and Guitar* can be obtained through Potter’s House of Music in Jacksonville Florida.


This piece is a collection of excerpts from the works of Beethoven including Symphony No. 4, Piano Sonata op. 28, Violin Sonata op. 24, Symphony No. 2 and Trio for Violin, Cello and Piano Op. 1 No. 3. Another edition of this work is listed under Anton Diabelli.


*Shadow Tree* is a twelve-tone work.


This collection contains four, rather illegible facsimiles of works by Hummel, F.W. Arnold, Meyerbeer, and Auber.


The flute part of *Trois pièces* extends down to b-3.


This nineteenth-century collection was originally composed for violin and guitar. The violin part ranges from g-3 to a-5, requiring some octave transpositions from the flutist.


The flute part of *Acariciame* extends to b-3.


*Brasileirinhas* is a set of six Brazilian dances, the fourth of which is scored for solo flute and a pair of guitars.


In his preface, Ruggero Chiesa points out the rarity of flute and guitar concerti. According to Chiesa, it does appear that this nineteenth century piece was originally intended for these forces and not a transcription.


This two-volume set contains five of Cimarosa’s nineteenth century harpsichord sonatas arranged for flute and guitar.


This collection includes: *Danse bohémienne, La fille aux cheveux de lin, The Little Shepherd, and The Little Negro*.


The flute part of *D’Orleans* contains sections of optional improvisation.


This collection features percussive techniques for the guitar.


This set of a dozen pieces includes: *Kemp’s Jig* and Cesare Negri’s *Bassa Gioiosa*.


An arrangement of dances from Diabelli’s ballet *De Nina ou la folle par Amor.*


The preface to this edition recommends these as suitable encore repertoire.


The flute requires fluent low register technique reaching c-4, while the guitar part includes frequent soloistic passages.


This medley includes: ”It Came Upon a Midnight Clear,” ”O Little Town of Bethlehem,” ”What Child is this,” and ”God Rest ye Merry, Gentlemen.” The flute part contains glissandi and a section of optional improvisation. The guitar part contains numerous harmonics.


The composer’s foreword indicates *Japanese Suite* is “based on an American view of Japan and its culture.”


This concise and lyrical one-movement work includes scalar thirty-second note passages and double dotting over a chordal accompaniment.


*Parlor Music* is a collection of ten nineteenth-century works, three of which are for flute alone.


This edition of Giuliani's op. 77 comes with a detailed preface that includes biographical information, a discussion about the instruments of the time, as well as a detailed guide to the signs and symbols used in the work.


This edition of Giuliani’s Op. 85 includes a preface and critical notes. No score is included.


This edition of *Grand Potpourri* presents a facsimile with no score. The introduction includes a guide to contemporary ornamentation practices.


Opus 127 is one of the most commonly played of Mauro Giuliani’s flute and guitar duos.


This ten-volume collection of Giuliani’s works for guitar and flute or violin contains reprints of original editions. These reprints contain parts only and are somewhat illegible.


The pieces in this collection vary from level I to level II and include: *Siciliano* by J.S. Bach, *Rondo (Wq 133)* by C.P.E. Bach, *Turkish March from Piano Sonata in A major* by W.A. Mozart, *Tambourin* by Francois Joseph Gossec, *Polacca from the Sonata for Violin and Guitar No. 7 in F Major*, *Variations on a Theme by Rossini* by Frederic Chopin, and *Original Rags* by Scott Joplin.


This collection includes: Charles Gounod Ave Maria, Johann Sebastian Bach Badinerie, François Borne Carmen Fantasy, Vittorio Monti Czardas, Gioacchino Rossini Andante con Variazioni, Mozart Sonata in Do Maggiore K545, Rimsky-Korsakov Il Volo del Calabrone, and Marin Marais La Basque.


Hoddinott, Alun. *Italian Suite for Treble Recorder (or Flute) and Guitar.* London: Oxford University Press, 1983.


This Celtic collection includes *God Save Ireland, The Lad wi’ the Plaidie, Smash the Window, The Wild Rover, Miss Forbes Farewell, I’ll Take You Home Again, Kathleen, The Star of County Down* and can be performed with guitar (chord symbols) or piano accompaniment.


*Sonatina* contains metrical challenges such as syncopations in 8/8 time, simple and compound meter changes, and unorthodox time signatures.


This collection includes, *The Entertainer, The Strenuous Life, Original Rags, The Maple Leaf Rag*.


This two-volume set of classic rags includes: *The Entertainer, Elite Syncopations, Chrysanthemum, Reflection Rag, Maple Leaf Rag, Sun Flower Slow Drag, Paragon Rag, Ragtime Dance*.


*Vier Stücke* was originally conceived for two guitars. The flute line drops to g-3 and has to be taken up an octave.
Krogseth, Gisle. *Four Pieces for Flute (or Violin) and Guitar.* Helvetia: Pizzicato Verlag Helvetia, 2007.


*La lyre d’orphée* contains cadenza-like episodes in both parts.


This collection includes *Greensleeves*, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s *Spring*, Christoph Gluck’s *Minuet and Dance of the Blessed Spirits*, Georg Telemann’s *Sonata in F Major*, Johann Sebastian Bach’s *Sonata in C Major*, and Gabriel Faure’s *Berceuse*.


This edition is a reprint of the 1810 Milan Ricordi edition and is difficult to read.


The flute part of *Intermezzo Pop* contains flutter tonguing and one key click. The guitar part contains percussive techniques, harmonics, and tamboura.


This collection includes Christoph Willibald Gluck *Dance of the Blessed Spirits*, Gabriel Faure *Sicilienne from Pelléas et Mélisande* and Johann Sebastian Bach *Polonaise from Orchestral Suite No. 2*.


This three-movement composition was originally written for horn, trumpet, and trombone.


In this collection of ten concise Latin dances both parts call for harmonics and percussive techniques (flute-key clicks).


This collection asks both players to play harmonics.


This collection asks both players to play harmonics.

This collection of eight dances contains harmonics in the flute part.


This piece is a reworking of the middle movement of J.S. Bach’s *Italian Concerto BWV971 for Harpsichord.* The typesetting for this edition is difficult to read.


Sonatas featured are Sonata in C (K. 309), *Sonata in A* (K.380) and *Sonata in A* (K. 428).


The two lieder transcribed here are *Gute Nacht from “Winterreise”* and “Das Fischermädchen” from “Schwabengesang.”


This collection includes Johann Sebastian Bach Air on a G String, Prelude No. 1 from the Well Tempered Clavier, Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring, Sleepers Awake!, Charles Gounod Ave Maria, Antonio Carlos Jobim Dindi and Once I Loved, Georges Bizet Entr'acte from Carmen, Claude Bolling Irlandaise from the “Suite for Flute and Jazz Piano,” Gabriel Faure Pavane, Sicilienne from “Pelleas et Melisande.”


The editor’s notes to *Euro Suite* state that each movement represents one of the twelve original countries to adopt the Euro as their currency.


Rhythmic difficulty in both parts of *Joy!* includes mastering the 3+2/8 meter.


*Pastorale* was originally written for wordless soprano and piano.


This collection of twenty-one short folk melodies explores hemiola rhythms in various settings.


*The Faithful Flute/Guitar Duo* includes such devotional pieces as *What a Friend We Have in Jesus, Tis So Sweet to Trust in Jesus, Trust and Obey, Softly and Tenderly, Shall We Gather At The River, Abide With Me*. The guitar part includes some instances of tablature.


A useful collection of two-dozen pieces appropriate for weddings and other functions.


This piece is written for soprano and guitar however it is very commonly played by flute and guitar with the flutist reading the soprano line.


This collection includes Mauro Giuliani’s *Serenade op. 77*, Frederic Spina’s *Serenade op. 1*, and Josef Kuffner’s *Serenade op. 158*.


This duet album includes: François Hünten’s *Serenade*, Ferdinando Carulli’s, *Duo*, and Friedrich Willhelm Rust’s *Menuette*.


Wessman, Harri. *Pan ja pitys-nymfi-Pan and the nymph pitys*. [Helsinki]: Suomalaisen Musiikin Tiedotuskeskus, 1900’s.


This collection contains Claude Debussy's *En Bateau*, Antonio Vivaldi's *Sonata in A*, and a version of *Greensleeves* for alto flute and c flute.


Folk melodies included in this collection are: “Barbara Allen,” “All the Pretty Little Horses,” “The Keeper,” “Wayfaring Stranger,” “Valencianita,” and “La Partida.” Some of the works contain an optional alto flute part.


The composer encourages freedom with his suggested melodic and rhythmic patterns.

LEVEL III: ANNOTATED WORKS

Flute pitch range: The flute range includes pitches from b-3 to d-7 and contains a moderate number of leaps (up to 2 octaves wide). Technical runs in level III pieces are not always based on scale patterns or arpeggiations.

Flute and guitar rhythmic complexity: Rhythms may consist of all values and combinations, frequent syncopation, and complex rhythmic combinations. Meters change frequently and use all possibilities of simple and compound meters. Meter changes from compound to simple and the reverse are common.

Flute and guitar dynamic range: All dynamic possibilities may be used. Frequent dynamic changes and extreme shifts are common (ex. shifting from pianissimo to fortissimo within a few beats)

Flute and guitar ornaments: Ornaments include all ornamental possibilities and may be used frequently.

Flute extended techniques: Flute extended techniques are used moderately and may include flutter tonguing, timbral trills, key clicks, harmonics, and glissandi.

Guitar extended techniques: Guitar extended techniques are used moderately and may include harmonics (natural and artificial), percussion, rasgueado, tambura, tremelo, and retuning of specific strings.

Guitar texture: Guitar textures may use difficult chord and arpeggio structures, frequent melodic material, technical runs, and sections of melody and accompaniment at the same time.

Ensemble texture/rhythm: Frequent non-complementary rhythms may be used (ex. two-against-three).

Moderate tempo changes, use of ritardando, and the use of cadenzas in both parts may occur. Textures used include homophony, polyphony, and monophony and often contain short to lengthy solo and/or cadenza sections for either instrument.

*Of Life and Death* is a one-movement work by the Finnish composer Atso Almila which displays minimalist and neoclassical influences. Challenges rhythms, and demanding, non-scalar runs are used in both parts. The guitar part is written on both treble and bass clef staves, and includes grace notes, rasgueado, and percussive techniques. The flute part contains grace notes and an extended technique that instructs the flutist to “blow and flap valve.” This edition is a facsimile.


A mixture of monophonic, homophonic, and hocket-like textures are used in this single movement work. The guitar part is primarily accompanimental but does include some melodic figures. The flute part includes a short cadenza, some non-scalar thirty-second note runs, flutter tonguing, and harmonics. This edition is a facsimile and is difficult to read.


Both the flute and guitar parts of this three-movement work include challenging rhythms and extended techniques, such as flutter tonguing and glissandi in the flute part, and glissandi and pizzicato in the guitar part. Instructions for the techniques are included in English. Meter changes occur and there are recurring passages of syncopation. The flute part includes demanding, non-scalar runs.


*Toccata für Flöte und Gitarre* was commissioned by and dedicated to flutist Miguel Angel Villanueva. The flute part contains virtuosic runs, large leaps, flutter tonguing, and a range that extends to d-7. The guitar part contains rasgueado, arpeggiated accompanimental material, a few short solo sections, harmonics, and pizzicato. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes meter changes, thirty-second notes, and two-against-three patterns.


*Aefectos 2* consists of a single movement that utilizes a mix of homophonic and monophonic textures. The flute and guitar parts both include cadenza-like sections, frequent meter changes, and thirty-second notes. The flute part contains virtuosic runs and the guitar part calls for percussive techniques, harmonics, and running arpeggiated material. Dynamics indications are specific and change frequently in both parts.

---


The flute part of this work contains flutter tonguing and a range that spans to c-7 and frequently calls for c-4. The guitar part includes rasgueado and recurrent melodic material. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes numerous meter changes and rubato sections.


American composer Daniel Asia’s *Embers*, was premiered in New York City by Rie Schmidt and Benjamin Verdery in 1998. The work is cast in five movements. The flute part includes flutter tonguing, large leaps, and fast technical flourishes. The guitar part is not entirely accompanimental and includes harmonics, as well as instances of unison rhythms with the flute.


Sergio Assad is a Brazilian guitarist and composer from a family rich in Brazilian musical tradition. The flute part of his single movement work, *Circulo mágico*, contains runs that accelerate and double tonguing. The guitar part balances accompanimental and melodic material. Thirty-second notes, double dotting, triplets, and meter changes provide rhythmic challenge in both parts.


The flute part of *Jobiniana No 2* highlights characteristics of Brazilian music in its use of ornamentation and glissandi. The guitar part contains ornamentation, harmonics, and a few solo/interlude sections. Rhythmic challenges in both parts include meter changes and syncopation.


Dutch composer Henk Badings was largely self-taught and is known for his use of systems built on harmonic or subharmonic series and micro-intervals. His *Sonata for Flute and Guitar* is a challenging four-movement work. The flute part encompasses complex rhythms, fast technical passages, frequent accidentals, and leaps as large as two octaves. The second movement requires both the flutist and guitarist to play in a free cadenza-like style. The guitar part includes a combination of melody and chordal accompaniment, unusual chords, difficult arpeggios, the extensive use of harmonics and rasgueado. This edition does not provide a score.

---


This is a collection of eight numbers based on folk music from the Appalachian Mountains. It was commissioned by Paula Robison and Eliot Fisk. Both the flute and guitar parts contain challenging passages of ornamentation, extended techniques, and changing dynamics. The use of a piccolo is required. Rhythms are challenging in both parts. The flute and guitar typically share the melodic responsibility throughout.


*Tre pezzi brevi*, written by Canadian composer and flutist, Norma Beecroft, was originally written for flute and piano. Unmetered rhythms require good communication between the players. The flute and guitar are equal partners melodically. Extended techniques used include flutter tonguing and harmonics in the flute part and harmonics and ponticello in the guitar part. Numerous and specific dynamic indications and articulation markings are also used in both parts.


The flute part of *Triptychon* includes grace notes, trills, and glissandi, and the guitar part is both accompanimental and melodic and includes percussive techniques. Syncopation, thirty-second note rhythms, and double dotting impose rhythmic challenge on both parts.


*Rotadue* is a three-movement work in which both parts include complex rhythms and unmetered segments throughout. Extended techniques include flutter tonguing and harmonics in the flute part and rasgueado, ponticello, harmonics, and percussive techniques in the guitar part. The guitar part additionally includes a cadenza.


*Vier Fantasien* deploys dynamics from triple forte to quadruple piano in both parts. The flute part contains glissandi, ornamentation, and quick, non-scalar runs. The guitar part contains melodic as well as accompanimental material and glissandi. Un-metered sections, triplets, syncopation, thirty-second note rhythms, and tempo changes cause rhythmic complexity in both parts.

---


Rhythmic complexity in both parts of this one-movement piece includes meter changes, the use of thirty-second notes, and syncopation. Bass flute, piccolo, and c-flute are required. The guitar part contains a combination of solo, melodic, and accompanimental material that employs glissandi and mordents and the flute part contains demanding runs and ornamentation.


Norwegian composer Olav Berg’s *Tre Mellomspill* is a rhythmically challenging three-movement work. The guitar part contains rasgueado and often plays melodic material. The flute part contains difficult runs. Meter changes, thirty-second notes, syncopation, triplets, double dotting, and quarter-note-triplets exist rhythmically in both parts.


A variety of textures and general rhythmic complexity appear in this one-movement work. Both parts are equally difficult and include frequent triplet rhythms, syncopation, and cadenza-like sections. This edition is a facsimile.


Yugoslavian composer and guitarist, Dusan Bogdanovic’s compositional style is described as a synthesis of classical, jazz and ethnic music. *Prelude* is rhythmically complex and demands virtuosic technique from both instruments. The flute part includes glissandi and the guitar part features golpe, Bartok pizzicato, harmonics and pitch bends. Rhythmic challenge in both parts includes frequent complex meter changes that sometimes involve the flute and guitar playing in different meters simultaneously.


The flute part of this five-movement work includes some rapid runs, grace notes, mordents, and pitch bends. The guitar is equally partnered with the flute and plays harmonics, percussive techniques, tambura, and ponticello. Challenging rhythms featured in both parts include complex meter changes, triplet rhythms, syncopation, thirty-second notes, and sixty-fourth notes.


This well-known nineteenth-century flute and piano theme and variations on *Carmen* contains technical acrobatics in the flute part. The guitar part is generally accompanimental but does also include two lengthy solos, bisbiglando, rasgueado, and harmonics. Thirty-second notes are used habitually in both parts.

---


This is an alternative edition of Borne's *Carmen Fantaisie*. The score is clear and easy to read and provides guitar fingerings. A simpler guitar part occurs here, but the guitar does have to re-tune the fifth string to G and then to A.


Meter changes between 4/4, 2/2, and 11/8 as well as vivace tempos in the first and third sections contribute to the difficulty of this piece. According to the composer, the title of the work refers to, "the title of a fine poem in a Boston newspaper."\(^{11}\)


In this three-movement work, the flute part contains flutter tonguing and double-tonguing. Rhythmic difficulty here is exemplified by sections of three-against-four, meter changes, thirty-second note figures, dotted rhythms, syncopation, and frequent triplets. The guitarist must read in both treble and bass clef in this facsimile edition.


These three homophonic divertimenti are rhythmically challenging and include melodic material that is presented in both parts. Extended techniques used include flutter tonguing and harmonics in the flute part, and golpe, pizzicato, harmonics, and tremolo in the guitar part.


Willy Burkhard is a Swiss composer whose music has been described as having a contrapuntal and strictly linear, imitative style similar to that of Hindemith and Bartók.\(^{12}\) *Serenade* is four-movement sonata published in facsimile. The flutist is required to triple tongue and the guitarist is required to play tamboura, harmonics, and slides. Rhythmically the piece contains meter changes, some syncopation, and recurring triplet rhythms in both parts.


The title of this work was inspired by musical acoustics and refers to a succession of wave crests and troughs.\(^{13}\) The flute part is melodic and includes ornamentation, quick technical runs, and cadenzas. The guitar part comprises melodic accompaniment, chordal accompaniment, tremolos and a few solo sections. Meter changes, thirty-second notes, tempo changes, syncopation and two-against-three figures are used in both parts.

\(^{11}\) Jim ten Boske, e-mail from the composer, September 26, 2010.


Christopher Caliendo is a guitarist, composer, and publisher from Queens, New York who has published thirty-six flute and guitar duets to date.\(^{14}\) Many of his flute and flute and guitar compositions focus on expanding the repertoire of tango, gypsy and world music, which he feels are lacking in the flute repertoire.\(^{15}\) The influence of both Flamenco and American jazz are apparent in *Sincerita.* Level III is assigned due to flutter tonguing and downward glissandi in the flute part as well as frequent syncopation in both parts. The flute part additionally contains moderately difficult technical runs and ornamentation. Rhythmic challenge in both parts includes meter changes, quarter-note-triplets, frequent syncopation, and thirty-second note arabesques. Additional compositions by Christopher Caliendo can be found in levels II and III.


*Tacho drom* is inspired by “Gypsy healers entering the ancient woods to commune with the spirits guiding them towards their destiny.”\(^{16}\) The flute part contains melodic material primarily, a range that extends to c-4, moderately challenging technical runs, ornamentation, and flutter tonguing. The guitar part is represented by chord symbols, chordal and arpeggiated accompaniment, rasgueado and glissandi.

Carroll, Nancy. *Zeitgeist for Flute and Guitar.* S.l.: s.n., 19--?.

*Zeitgeist* is an unpublished handwritten score that extends over four short movements. The flute part contains a range of a-3 to c-7. The a-3 is perhaps a misprint, however there are no instructions to clarify this. The flute part also includes grace notes, flutter tonguing, and quick, articulated technique. The guitar part includes block chords, linear melody, scales, a few arpeggios, and the use of tremolo. Note that the sixth string of the guitar is tuned to D in the third movement. Quick tempos, numerous tempo changes, thirty-second notes, triplets, and accents that off-set the beat provide challenge in both parts.


Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco was an Italian composer influenced by Ildebrando Pizzetti, Claude Debussy, and Maurice Ravel. His most recognized contribution to classical music is his body of almost one hundred works for the classical guitar.\(^{17}\) In his three-movement *Sonatina,* the flute part contains flutter tonguing, grace notes, trills, and fast, non-scalar technical passages. The guitar part contains harmonics, fast technical passages, and both melodic and accompanimental material. Texturally this piece mixes homophonic and polyphonic sections.

---


\(^{15}\) Ibid, 8.


Jacques Castérède studied composition with Tony Aubin and analysis with Oliver Messiaen. His style is described as favoring tonality, melody, and regular pulsation. The main difficulty present in his three-movement work, Sonatine d’avril, is the quick running sixteenths contained in both the flute and guitar part throughout most of the first and second movements. The first movement also demands whistle tones from the flute. The third movement is in theme and variations form and includes difficult rhythms, meter changes, and quick technical runs.


This five-movement work utilizes flute, alto flute, and piccolo. Rhythms are difficult and meter changes are frequent and complex. Extended techniques used include flutter tonguing for the flute and harmonics for the guitar. In this facsimile edition, the alto flute sections are not transposed.


This one-movement work for alto flute and guitar includes challenging rhythms, meter changes, and several tempo changes in both parts. The alto flute part uses flutter tonguing, large leaps and challenging runs. The guitar plays harmonics and rasgueado.


Fast Track is a rhythmically challenging, one-movement work. It was commissioned for the Boland-Dowdall Duo and inspired by Sam Gilliam’s 1992 art print “Fast Track.” The flute part contains challenging technical runs and frequent grace notes. The guitar part contains melodic, rhythmic, chordal, and single-lined accompaniment as well as melodic doubling, and some challenging technical runs. Frequent complex meter changes are included in both parts.


This four-movement work unites a variety of textures and complex meters. Rhythmic challenge in both parts includes meter changes that include complex meters. Ornamentation is required in both parts. This score is presented as a facsimile.


Each of the three-movements here contains a panoply of textures, frequent complex meter changes, some extended techniques, and syncopation. The guitar part contains frequent short solos. B-3 is used in the flute part but marked optional. Extended techniques in both parts include flutter tonguing in the flute part and glissandi and harmonics for the guitar.


The melodic flute writing in this opus features harmonics. The guitar plays rasgueado, block chords, arpeggios, harmonics, and some melodic material. Dynamics change frequently and include numerous crescendos and diminuendos in both parts. Its title meaning “evening” or “twilight,” the work is described by the publisher as an “extraordinarily beautiful piece for flute and guitar takes an appropriately quiet, meandering tone. Much easier to play than most of Clarke's music—and highly rewarding as well.”


This is a rhythmically complex single movement work that incorporates challenging technical passages for both instruments. The flute range extends to c#-7. Both parts include meter changes between compound and simple meters, syncopation, and the use of thirty-second notes.


*Musique à Deux* comprises three movements: 1. Onde, 2. Cantilène, 3. Contrastes. The piece is highly rhythmic with an abundance of syncopation, ties, dotted rhythms, thirty-second notes, and frequent meter changes. The guitarist plays block chords, arpeggios, melodic material and a few brief solos. The flute part contains grace notes and chromaticism.


This work is inspired by remembrances from the past and is based on the composer’s Greek heritage. This edition is an adaptation of “Recollections for Theofilos” for solo saxophone. Frequent meter changes and both quarter note and half note triplets exist in both parts. The texture is primarily homophonic with technical passages passed back and forth between the flute and guitar in the quicker section. At one point the performers are instructed to freely dance and stamp their feet for a minimum of thirty seconds.

---


Ernesto Codero is a Puerto Rican guitarist and composer whose works have a Caribbean flavor.22 *Fantasia mulata* is a rhythmic one-movement work with challenging technical runs, flutter tonguing, and key clicks in the flute part. The guitar part contains a cadenza section, accompanimental material, harmonics, golpe, and glissandi. Both parts involve thirty-second notes, meter changes, and syncopation. Instructions for the extended techniques are supplied only in Italian.


*La danza de selene* unfolds through a pair of movements. The flute part embodies quarter-tones, and flutter tonguing. The guitar part contains a solo section, harmonics, and tamboura along with chordal and arpeggiated accompaniment. Rhythmic challenges include three-against-four and half-note-triplets.


*Yo amaba a Lucy* means “I Loved Lucy” and was inspired by Lucille Ball from the television show “I Love Lucy.” The composer writes, “In comedy, ‘timing’ is everything, and my sense of musical timing has been greatly influenced by watching great comics like Lucy at work. With its Latin guitar grooves and percussive flute gymnastics, this seven minute composition is a musical tip-of-the-hat to Lucy, one of television’s most original and sophisticated comedians.”23 Texturally it is a fusion of flute and guitar solos, unison rhythms, and melodic exchanges. The flute part encompasses a range of b-3 to d-7, large leaps, thirty-second note runs, flutter tonguing, pitch bends and key clicks. Extended techniques for the guitar include percussive activity, string muting, and glissandi. Both parts include extreme dynamics. This piece belongs at the upper echelon of Level III repertoire.


Johann Nepomuk David was a twentieth century Austrian organist and composer whose works are described as maintaining strong connections with tradition while incorporating contemporary elements.24 *Variationen über ein Eigenes Theme* contains repeated syncopation and meter changes in both parts. The flute part additionally contains double tonguing and flutter tonguing while the guitar part incorporates slides, and melodic and accompanimental material.

---


*A Certain Slant of Light, Winter Afternoons* is an impressionistic/romantic/improvisatory dialogue written for the Felber-Century Duo in 1989.\(^{25}\) The piece is rhythmically challenging and includes a mostly polyphonic texture that enlists the flute and guitar as equal partners. There are many accidentals and virtuoso technique in both parts.


Challenging rhythms and demanding technical passages are present in both parts of this single movement work. Flutter tonguing, pitch bends, and ornamentation are featured in the flute part. The guitar part uses pizzicato and ornamentation.


Stephen Dodgson is an English composer whose works are described as tonal and traditional but filled with lyricism, lucidity of texture and rich chromaticism.\(^{26}\) His *Capriccio for Flute and Guitar* is rhythmically advanced. The flutist plays quick runs, large leaps, trills, and grace notes. The guitar part is not accompanimental and contains some harmonics. Meters such as 6/16, 9/16, 2/8 stand out, as well as episodes in which the guitar is playing in 2/8 while the flute is in 6/16.


The flute and guitar part share melodic responsibilities in this one-movement sonata. It features extended techniques, difficult rhythms, technical virtuosity, and frequent meter changes. Extended techniques used include key clicks in the flute part and harmonics and ponticello in the guitar part. The work is thus described by the composer: “free counterpoint, bordering on atonality; simultaneously the piece never loses a tonal core.”\(^{27}\)


The alto flute and guitar are equal partners in terms of melodic material and difficulty here. The flute part contains multiphonics and quarter-tones and the guitarist plays harmonics. Rhythmic challenge involves unmetered segments and instances of five-against-eight, as well as graphic pitch and rhythm notation.

---


Matt Doran is a flutist and composer from Covington, KY. His music is described as, “tonal in the sense of hovering over tonalities without actually setting down……rhythmically and harmonically vital and provides interesting challenges for performer.”28 The flute part of *Five Movements* incorporates quick non-scalar runs while the guitar part includes solos and frequent melodic material. By turns, the performers are instructed to “look at the audience,” “smile at the audience,” and “no smiling.” Quick tempos, challenging rhythms, and difficult meter changes are present in both parts.


The melodic material in the piece is shared between instruments in this four-movement collection. The quicker movements call for technical skill in both parts. The flute part also relies upon a range extending up to c-7.


*Serenade to Eve, after Rodin* was inspired by a performance by the composer at Philadelphia’s Rodin Museum, where the composer was so fascinated by Rodin’s sculpture of Eve that he began “playing (his clarinet) to her in an almost courtly way, progressing from empathy to solace, trying to make the bronze sculpture smile.”29 After this performance he decided to write a serenade to Rodin’s Eve.30 The flute writing highlights grace notes, trills, pitch bends, and harmonics. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes multiple meter changes, quarter note triplets, two-against-three, thirty-second figures, syncopation, and triple dotting.


Raphael Dressler lived from 1784–1835 and was an Austrian flutist and composer who published the flute method, *New and Complete Instructions for the Flute.*31 The flutist undertakes virtuosic thirty-second and sixty-fourth note runs through a range that extends to b-3 in this work. The guitarist undertakes primarily chordal and arpeggiated accompaniment. Both parts use thirty-second and sixty-fourth notes.

---

30 Ibid.

John Duarte is an English composer and pedagogue who has produced over 130 works for the guitar and lute. The flute and guitar share the melodic argument throughout *The Memory of a Dance*. The flute part encounters large leaps, flutter tonguing and a range extending down to b-3. The guitar part requires the sixth string to be tuned to D and contains descending glissandi. The composer designates when the guitar part is solo and when it is accompanimental. The opening and closing of the piece is unmetered.


This four-movement suite includes meter changes and frequent syncopation. The flute part is lyrical and includes glissandi, flutter tonguing, and ornamentation. The guitar part contains both accompanimental and melodic material as well as slides and harmonics. Both parts perform short solo sections.


*Uirapurú* contains multiple meter changes and challenging rhythms. The piece was originally conceived for oboe. There are various passages indicating the flute transpose an octave higher. The guitar part is difficult and includes both accompanimental and melodic material, rasgueado, harmonics, and a sixth string that to d.


These three studies are rhythmically demanding for both instruments. The flutist is required to play bass flute, piccolo, alto flute, e-flat flute, and c-flute as well as to perform whistle tones and flutter tonguing. The guitarist is required to play harmonics. Dynamics change dramatically and are extreme in both parts. Rhythmic challenge includes meter changes, (6/16, 2/4, 3/16, etc), triplet rhythms, and double dotting.


A mélange of textures, difficult rhythms, meter changes, unmetered sections, and graphic pitch and rhythm notation occur in this one-movement work. The flute part also contains improvisational sections and taxing technical runs. The work is described as “a picture of the turbulent lifestyle of our time, and all means for survival are welcome.”

---


Jindřich Feld was a Czech composer who began his musical education as a string player. He wrote *Divertimento* in 1996, during a third compositional period characterized by brilliant technique and individuality in which he was using a process of synthesis. *Divertimento* is a four-movement work with quick and tricky rhythms in both parts. The flute part involves flutter tonguing, whistle tones, and the use of piccolo. The guitar part includes slides, rasqueado, and harmonics.

Feliciani, Silvio. *Il canto della quena per flauto e chitarra*. Edited by Salvatore Lombardi and Piero Viti. Ancona, Italy: Bèrben, no date.

Flute difficulty in this work consists of flutter tonguing, singing and playing, and challenging strings of notes. The guitar part includes one-lined rhythmic and arpeggiated accompaniment as well as tambora. Challenging rhythms in both parts consist of abundant ties and syncopation, and frequent meter changes between simple and compound meters.


The five movements of this work are each named after a major constellation. The work contains the use of extended techniques including quarter tones and pitch bends in the flute part and harmonics, rotating the entire body of the guitar in circles back and forth while holding it in a normal lateral position, glissandi, and fingernail scraping in the guitar part. Meter changes are frequent and quarter note triplets are used in both parts of this handwritten edition.


The flute part of this one-movement work uses large leaps, ornamentation, and flutter tonguing and the guitar part deploys accompanimental material and rasgueado. Both instruments additionally have solo cadenza-like sections. This edition is handwritten and difficult to read.


There are significant ensemble challenges in this piece. No time signatures appear, however the rhythm is traditionally notated with a specified pulse. Both the flute and guitar parts contain tremolo, and rapid ad lib flourishes. The guitar part additionally contains harmonics.


This is a collection of miniatures, some of which are unmetered and contain the frequent use of free arabesque figures. Others employ meter changes, syncopation, three against two, and thirty-second note groupings for both players. The flute and guitar roles are equally difficult and equally important melodically.

---

American composer Nicolas Flagello’s compositional style reveals a distinctive mode of expression based on European late-Romanticism. Burlesca is a one-movement work with showy passages, frequent meter changes, and syncopation in both parts. Flutter tonguing and grace notes for the flute are matched by guitar glissandi.


A variety of textures are employed in this energetic, two-movement work. The flute part contains challenging embellishments and flutter tonguing. The guitar part contains solo episodes, choral accompaniment, and melodic figurations. Meter changes, quarter note triplets, syncopation, double dotting, and frequent displaced accents are engaged in both parts.


Both parts of this colorful, three-movement work contain swift scales and difficult rhythms. Additionally the flute part contains flutter tonguing, and the guitar part contains melodic material, involved accompanimental material, and harmonics. Demanding rhythms exist in both parts and include frequent meter changes, accents, syncopation, triplets, and unusually placed ties.


Demanding rhythms, numerous meter changes, and syncopation are featured in this three-movement work. The flutist plays challenging scales over a range that extends to b-3, melodic elaboration, and flutter tonguing. The guitar part employs ornaments, rasgueado and a “fingers on the wood” indication.


Harold Genzmer, a significant, twentieth century German composer, was influenced by and studied with Paul Hindemith. In his four-movement Fantasie-Sonate, the guitar writing includes slides and the flute part features ornamentation, acrobatic passages, and triple tonguing. Meter changes, triplet figures, syncopation, and triple dotting are used in both parts.

---


*Three Sketches* was inspired by the sense of spontaneity that visual artists can achieve in sketches and studies. The sketches in the piece develop quickly from an initial idea and use the guitar as a melodic vehicle to convey the concept that these pieces are line drawings. Rhythms in both parts are difficult and include syncopation, triplets, thirty-second note figures, and meter changes.


This one-movement work is characterized by very detailed and specific dynamic indications that include frequent crescendi and decrescendi as well as sforzandi in both parts. Rhythmic difficulty also exists in both parts and includes meter changes from simple to compound, thirty-second note rhythms, and some syncopation. The score is handwritten.


Werner Wolf Glaser is a Swedish composer of German descent who studied composition with Paul Hindemith. *Duo För Flöjt och Gitarr* in one-movement contains several tempo changes and a patchwork of homophonic, monophonic, and polyphonic textures. Rhythmic demands such as meter changes, abstruse rhythms, double dotting, and the use of thirty-seconds exist in both parts. The score is a copy of a handwritten manuscript and is difficult to read.

Golland, John. *New World Dances for Recorder (or Flute) and Guitar (or Harpsichord or Piano)*. Manchester England: Forsyth, 1982.

*New World Dances* is a suite of dances including ragtime, blues, and bossa nova. The guitar part is accompanimental and includes finger snaps. The flute part includes ornamentation, glissandi and flutter tonguing. Syncopation, quarter note triplets, and thirty-second note figures are used in both parts. This piece qualifies as level III due to the extended techniques used.


Stephen Goss’s describes this work as, “First Milonga was written as an elegy in the week following [Astor] Piazzolla’s death in 1992; at bar 45, it refers directly to his *Histoire du Tango*. Last Tango, is the final piece in a series constructed using fragments of material from Piazzolla’s *St. Louis en L’île As* the tango progresses so these two contrasting ideas intermingle, eventually becoming inseparable as the piece drives towards its inevitable climax.” The flute part of the work contains large leaps, accidentals, and chromatics and the guitar part contains glissandi. Both parts include frequent meter changes, quarter note triplets, and syncopation.

---

38 Ibid.

Història d’una Cigarreta (“The History of a Cigarette”) was written for Montserrat Gascón and Xavier Coll, and was premiered in November of 1991. It contains three movements and is homophonic in texture. The flute part contains large leaps, ornamentation, flutter tonguing, and controlled vibrato. The guitar part is mostly accompanimental but also has a few short solos and uses glissandi and harmonics.


This is a two-movement work replete with meter changes, ties, syncopation, and the use of thirty-seconds. The guitar part is not entirely accompanimental. The score is a legible copy of a handwritten manuscript.


According to the composer, “The title Delicate Balances refers to both a principal goal of duet composition as well as to the light, fleeting tones produced by the flute and guitar. … The music is highly chromatic but essentially tonal.” The work contains three movements. The first movement explores the flute’s low register, the second movement features guitar harmonics, and the third movement builds upon ostinati that grow out of an opening guitar solo. The flute part contains low flutter tonguing, key clicks, harmonics as well as double tonguing and ornamentation. The guitar part contains solo sections, ornamentation, rasgueado, and frequent harmonics.


Hilding Hallnäs is a Swedish composer whose compositions are described as both impressionistic and expressionistic. 3 Dialoger is a three-movement work that has varying textures. The guitar part frequently includes melodic material and also tamboura, harmonics, rasgueado, and slides. The flutist is required to flutter tongue. Meter changes occur frequently.


This theme and variations divides melodic responsibility between the flute and guitar. Rhythms are challenging and include meter changes, thirty-second figures, triplets, ties, syncopation, and double dotting. Harmonics are used in the guitar part.

---
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*Four Excursions* is appropriate for level III due to the use of flutter tonguing and the appearance of b-3 in the flute part. The option of playing the low b's up an octave is suggested by the composer. The guitar part contains melodic as well as accompanimental material. Rhythmic challenge includes some syncopation and thirty-second notes in both parts. The piece also contains some moderately challenging quick technical passages in the second *Excursion*. As the composer mentions in the introduction, the first and third *Excursions* are simple and folk-like, while the second and fourth are more intricate and contrapuntal.\(^{45}\)


This volume is comprised of the composer’s *Music for Flute and Guitar* and *A Psalm of Thanksgiving*. The flute parts contain a range of b-3 to b-6, some ornamentation, and flutter tonguing. The guitar writing includes harmonics as well as melodic and accompanimental material. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes meter changes, thirty-second notes, triplets, and some syncopation. These are simple level III works.


The four movements of this light-hearted suite are titled *Prelude, Fantasy on an English Tune, Ballad*, and *Square Dance*. Thirty-second note figures at a presto tempo occur as well as syncopation, and multiple meter changes. Additionally the flute part includes a short cadenza, flutter tonguing, and grace notes. This is an easy level III piece.


This is a rhythmically and technically demanding three-movement work that won the International 'Jeunesses Musicales' prize in 1967.\(^{46}\) The texture of the piece varies and the flute part contains flutter tonguing. The guitar plays both a melodic role and an accompanimental one. Rhythmic challenge in both parts includes frequent meter changes. This is a copy of a handwritten score.


Both the flute and guitar part contain virtuosic scales in this three-movement work. In addition, rhythms are difficult and include meter changes, syncopations, dotted rhythms, and sixty-fourth note figures in both parts. The guitar part contains a both accompanimental material and melodic figures.


Challenging rhythms that are present in both parts of *Five Inventions* include syncopation, the use of thirty-second notes, triple dotting, and metrical changes. The flute part additionally includes ornamentation, glissandi, and flutter tonguing, while the guitar part utilizes glissandi and tremolos. Both instruments have a solo movement.


Rhythm is the main area of difficulty in this single-movement work. The work features occasions where guitar and flute play in different meters simultaneously. Texturally, there are several guitar solos. This piece is a relatively easy level III.


*All Kinds of Pairs* is a four-movement work that contains a mixture of textures, meter changes, and frequent syncopation. The flute part ranges from d-7 to b-3, and contains some fleeting technical runs and ornamentation. The guitar part has both melodic and accompanimental material.


*Two Poems* was written in 1992 and was inspired by two poems of Emily Dickinson. The piece is homophonic in texture. The flute part contains some large leaps, flutter tonguing, and falling glissandi. The guitar part contains mostly accompanimental material and the player is at one point instructed to use the thumbnail. Challenges in both parts include a fast tempo in the second movement, frequent syncopation in both, and meter changes.


Two movements, a mélange of textures, and fast runs comprise both parts of this work. The flutist covers a range that extends to c-7 as well as flutter tonguing. The guitar part contains melodic, as well as accompanimental material, alternating scales with the flute part, and pizzicato. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes meter changes, double dotting and the use of thirty-second notes.


This work is comprised of three short dance-like movements. The outer two are written in 3/8 and contain some syncopation that may cause difficulty. The end of the second movement contains a harmonic or whistle tone-like marking for the flute. The flutist also has to play key clicks and the guitarist harmonics. The texture includes some passages of hocket.

---


*Spielmusik* contains flutter tonguing in the flute part and harmonics in the guitar but it is a very accessible level III work. The guitar is accompanimental but does share melodic motifs. Difficulty in both parts includes frequently changing dynamics, meter changes, and some thirty-second note figures.


*Ecuento* belongs to the category of level III due to instances of flutter tonguing in the flute part. It is otherwise very manageable. The guitar has melodic and accompanimental material, as well as rasgueado and an introductory cadenza. Thirty-second notes, syncopation, and meter changes comprise rhythmic difficulty in both parts.


*Drawings* is a cheerful work for flute, doubling piccolo, and guitar. The flute range is b-3 to c-7 and there are rapid passages. The composer notes that he has included chord symbols so that the guitarist may improvise. Additional difficulty in both parts includes, shifting meters, many rubato sections, tempo changes, frequent syncopation, sections of three-against-four, accents that obscure the metric feel, and very specific and frequently changing dynamics.


This work is primarily homophonic and contains five-movements or ‘sketches’. The flute part contains challenging passagework that utilizes a range of c-4 to c-7. The guitar part comprises largely accompanimental material. Frequently the flute is in 9/8 or 6/8 while the guitar is in 2/4 or 3/4.


*Duet* is a work structured in a style similar to the succession of verses in a poem. The flute part contains large leaps, flutter tonguing, and melodic filigree. The guitar part contains glissandi, harmonics, hexachords, some graphic pitch notation, and melodic material. Both parts additionally include syncopation and meter changes.


American flutist and composer Katherine Hoover was inspired to write this four-movement work by an Apache folktale called *The Flute Player*. The flute part unfolds the primary melodic material in impressive runs, large leaps, solo cadenzas, arabesques, and flutter tonguing. The guitar part encompasses harmonics, percussive techniques, and Bartok pizzicato.

---


This piece is a miniature based on a collage of visual art from the Cedar Rapids Museum of Art. The flute predominates with the majority of the melodic material and three cadenza-like sections. The flutist also plays grace notes, trills, and a whistle tone. The guitar line is sparse and non-accompanimental. Complex meter changes, thirty-second notes, and double dotting provide rhythmic challenge throughout the work.


The most difficult aspect of this one-movement work is the frequent use of meter changes. If taken at the recommended tempo indication of quarter note equals 180, the meter changes may create difficulty. Another issue is that the flute part provided doubles as a violin part and therefore uses a range that extends to g#-3 which the flutist has to transpose up an octave.


Ramon Humet is Venezuelan composer with an interest in the shakuhachi. A Frederic contains nine movements in which the melody is traded back and forth between instruments and the lack of meter results in an effect of free improvisation. L'hora de mel de Mitjanit comprises one movement, aelatoric elements, and many extended techniques in both parts. Both works contain some poetry, to be read by the performers, some of which is translated.


Franz Hünten was a nineteenth-century German pianist and composer whose main output consisted of piano pieces. The flute parts of these three waltzes contain turns and grace notes, as well as speedy scalar technique. The guitar parts contain mostly chordal accompaniment. Rhythmic difficulty includes the use of thirty-second notes and 3/8 meter.


The title here means “The Return.” The work is appropriate to level III due to a flute range extending from c-4 to d-7 and the occurrence of harmonics/whistle tones. The guitar part is primarily accompanimental but does contain some melodic figures, and grace notes.

---
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The flute and guitar both share melodic responsibility in this rhythmically challenging single-movement work. Quarter note triplets and the use of thirty-second notes make the rhythmic aspect of the work demanding. Additional difficulty includes demanding technical lines, in both parts. The guitar part includes rasgueado, pizzicato, and glissandi.


This piece is cast in two-movements and was written by French composer Jacques Ibert, who also composed the popular level II work, *Entr'acte: pour flûte ou violon et guitare*. Ibert’s music embraces a variety of genres and diversity of mood and is tonal although he makes regular use of chords of the 9th, 11th and 13th, altered and added-note chords, and contrapuntal writing. The flute part of his *Paraboles* includes grace notes, harmonics, triple-tonguing with specific syllables given, many octave leaps, and triplet-eighth note runs. The guitar part is chordal, contains some chromaticism, simple arpeggios, and rasgueado.


*Song for Marcus* is a homophonic work written with the rhythm of the rumba. The flute part contains an improvisational section and flutter tonguing. The guitar provides chordal and rhythmic accompaniment in a rumba-style rasgueado. Features include frequent accents, syncopation, quarter note triplets, and the use of thirty-second notes.


Rhythmic facets of this work include meter changes, thirty-second notes, ties, and syncopation in both parts. The flute part requires fluid technique. The guitar part contains demanding single-lined runs, slides, harmonics, and a cadenza.


The flute part of this four-movement work contains frequent acrobatics, chromaticism, flutter tonguing, and numerous harmonics. The guitar part is difficult involving a great deal of melody and counter-melody as well as chording, arpeggiation, grace notes, natural harmonics, and pizzicato. Technical and rhythmic stability are essential in both parts due to syncopation, thirty-second notes, subtle accelerandos, and ties and grace notes that complicate the rhythmic landscape.


Otto Joachim is a Canadian composer of German birth who composed practically all of his later works using the twelve-tone technique. Quatro intermezzi, written in 1978, is one such work. The texture of the first two movements is pointillistic, movement three is more polyphonic, and the finale is largely a homophonic flute melody. The flute part uses glissandi, tremolo, grace notes, the repeated use of c-4, and large leaps. The guitar plays harmonics and, at times, the part is written using two staves. Moderately challenging meter changes are also featured.


The textures vary throughout the eight movements of this suite. The flute part contains elaborate lines, and flutter tonguing and both parts contain improvisation. Rhythms are demanding and include the interpretation of graphic notation.


The flute part of this three-movement work was originally written for recorder and contains unmetered solo sections, and disparate intervals. The guitar part consists of accompanimental material, unmetered solo sections, harmonics and glissandi. Rhythmic challenge in both parts includes syncopation, double dotting, meter changes, the use of thirty-second notes, and sections of two-against-three.


Ramio Kangro is an Estonian composer whose harmonies are often derived from tone clusters and whose music contains strong rhythmic energy, unexpected contrasts, distinct pulsations and polyrhythmic textures. Alla Sincerone qualifies for level III due to meter changes that explore both simple and compound meter, and flutter tonguing. The guitarist plays accompanimental material as well as some melodic figures in the introduction. Additional rhythmic difficulty, in both parts, includes thirty-second notes and syncopation.

---


*Roominating* is a three-movement contemporary work. The movements “The Living Room,” “The Attic,” and “The Bedroom” are based on the atmosphere of these different rooms in a house. The flute part involves flutter tonguing and whistle tones, and the guitar plays harmonics and retunes a string. Challenging rhythms and meter changes occur throughout and include syncopation, quarter note triplets, thirty-second notes, double dotting, and the frequent use of triplets.


This humorous work embraces swift tempos and frequent meter changes. The flute and guitar share melodic material. The Stravinskian rhythm consists of mostly eighth note pulses used within the following meters: 11/8, 5/8, 9/8, 2/4, 12/8, 6/8, 7/8, 6/4, 4/4, 8/4, and 10/8. According to the composer, *Jinx on You* is based on a spontaneous ‘game’ he played when he was a kid: “if two people say exactly the same thing at the same time, then the first one to say "Jinx on You" wins. The loser has to stay silent for five minutes.”


This is a unique work that is intended to be performed in a circle. The performers are instructed to start the piece in any of the ten indicated places and to play the piece from one and a half to three times through before stopping at one of seventeen fermatas. The flute and guitar parts include quick technical runs, frequent meter changes, cadenza sections, and graphic notation. Extended techniques used include pitch bends and double tonguing in the flute and harmonics in the guitar.


The flute part here contains enhanced melodic gesture, tongue stops, and frequent showiness. The guitar part has both melodic and accompanimental material. Rhythms are challenging for both performers and include quarter note triplets, thirty-second and sixty-fourth notes, meter changes, syncopation, and double dotting.


Michel Kirschner is a French guitarist and composer who performs in a duo with flutist Remi Cordier. His three-movement work, *Folles de Mai* is rhythmic and dancelike. The flute part ends with a d-7 and also includes fast double and triple tonguing, trills, and frequent mordents. The guitar part is mostly accompanimental but does include a few solo sections. Both parts include frequent syncopation, thirty-second figures, double dotting, and tempo changes.

---

58 Jay Kauffman, e-mail from the composer, October 2, 2010.

Giselher Klebe was among the leading avant-garde composers of the Darmstadt and Donaueschingen schools. His *Recitativo, Aria e Duetto* is a rhythmically advanced three-movement work. The flute and guitar parts both play equally important roles and tackle many meter changes, asymmetrical rhythms, and tempo rubato. Additionally, the flute part is enhanced by trills and grace notes, and the guitar part contains harmonics.


The flutist here has to play quarter-tones and a part that reaches to c-4 while the guitar part uses harmonics. Rhythms are moderately challenging and include several instances of freely conceived repetitive notes. Cadenzas are additionally included in both parts.


Erland von Koch is a Swedish composer who often used folk melody in his works and who found inspiration in the rhythmic and contrapuntal variations of peasant music. *Canto e Danza* is a two-movement work calling for both c flute and alto flute. It includes challenging technical passages for both flute and guitar. Flutter tonguing, double tonguing, and ornamentation are required of the flute, and pizzicato and harmonics are asked of the guitarist.


*Concords* employs a flute range that extends to b-3 and rasgueado in the guitar part. Difficult technical runs, tempo changes, frequent meter changes and the repeated use of thirty-second notes occur in both parts.


This theme and variations composition is listed as level III due to meter changes, some of which are complex. The flute part contains the primary melodic material and the guitar part contains chordal and arpeggiated accompaniment. Triplets and frequent syncopation occur in both parts.

---


Austrian Paul Kont’s writing is based on a tonal foundation and several principles of minimalism. His *Suite en passant* unfolds in three-movements. It includes meter changes and syncopation in both parts. The flute part contains unusual figuration, flutter tonguing, and also utilizes c-4. The guitar part often contains melodic material and uses harmonics and slides.


This one-movement work displays a variety of textures and tempo changes. The flutist negotiates ornamentation, flutter tonguing, and double tongued sections. The guitarist’s role switches from accompanimental, melodic material, and technical. Frequent meter changes, the use of thirty-second notes, and double dotting pose rhythmic challenge in both parts.


In this three-movement work, both parts are equally important and equally difficult rhythmically and technically. Extended techniques used include harmonics, double tonguing, and flutter tonguing in the flute part and Bartok pizzicato, golpe, using a nail to the bridge, harmonics, and glissandi in the guitar part. Two of the movements are for guitar alone and one begins with a difficult canon.


Leo Kraft is an American composer who studied with Nadia Boulanger and Randall Thompson. Frequent and unexpected meter changes cause difficulty in this rhythmically taxing four-movement work. The flute part contains flutter tonguing and double tonguing. The guitar part is difficult and contains harmonics. Thirty-second notes, syncopation, and 9/16, 12/16, 6/16, 8/8, and 5/8 meters are abundant in both parts.


*Song of Spring* emphasizes the lyrical possibilities of the piccolo. Although written for piccolo, it can be adapted for flute and guitar. The piece contains many meter and tempo changes. The guitar part is not strictly accompanimental and instead contains a mix of melodic, chordal, and arpeggiated material.

---


This is a vigorous six-movement work that can be played using the flute or recorder. Rhythmic challenge in both parts includes fast tempos, shifting meters, syncopation, and quarter note triplets. The challenging guitar part includes chordal and melodic material and some arpeggio figures. The flute part contains quick technical runs and melodic material.


Austrian composer, Franz Augustinus Kropfreiter’s compositions show Hindemithian counterpoint with polyphonic textures and polytonality. His *Tanz-Ballade* consists of three-movement that contain syncopation, double dotting, and tricky meter changes in both parts. The flute part also contains flutter tonguing. The guitar part is comprised of accompanimental chords and arpeggios, as well as some melodic material and short solos.


These two charming short impromptus contain frequent melodic colloquy. In addition, the flute part extends from b-3 to c-7 and utilizes key clicks, and residual sound. The guitar part is elaborate and uses golpe. Dynamics include frequent sforzandi and forte-pianos in both parts.


*Da chara* is one-movement divided into several short sections following one another without pause. The work has a Celtic flavor, evinced by frequent grace notes. Some additional extended techniques and ornaments that are used include timbral trills and upward slides in the flute part, and harmonics and glissandi in the guitar part. The texture is varied and both instruments are given soloistic material throughout. Rhythms are difficult and include syncopation, double dotting, and hemiola.


Czech composer, Václav Kučera’s compositional style was deeply influenced by folklore and Romanticism. Rhythms are advanced in his five-movement *Aquarelle, Konzertzyklus*. Extended techniques appear in both parts and include flutter tonguing and harmonics in the flute part, and the use of a nail in the guitar part. The guitar plays frequent melodic material. Also included are numerous meter changes, ornaments, sforzandi, and graphic notation.

---


The challenging rhythms in this three-movement work include meter changes, dotted and triplet rhythms, and two-against-three between the guitar and flute parts. The flute part requires low register strength due to many quick c-4 to d#-4 grace notes and ornamentation. The guitar part is moderately difficult and contains chords, arpeggios, some melodic content, and a brief cadenza/solo section in the second movement.


This one-movement work contains two parts: a lyrical adagio and a dance-like allegro. Alto flute is called for and plays glissandi and numerous key clicks. The guitar part includes harmonics, grace notes, and slides. Frequent syncopation and sections of sixteenths against eighth note triplets must be mastered.


*Blue Third Pieces* is made up of two jazz and blues influenced movements. Melodic material and complicated technical runs exist in both parts. Meter changes, syncopation, the use of thirtyseconds, and frequent off-beat accents comprise the rhythmic difficulty of the work. Extended techniques embrace flutter tonguing and pitch bends in the flute part, and harmonics in the guitar part. According to the composer, the piece contains references to Ray Charles, Dizzy Gillespie, and Kenny Clark and pays homage to the interval of the third and its place in the blues.67


Canadian composer Ann Lauber’s music is characterized by “a desire for expressive clarity rooted in traditional materials and methods of Western classical music.”68 *Divertissement* unfolds over three-movements. Both the flute and guitar share the melody. Flutter tonguing is included in the flute part. Rhythmic aspects include frequent meter changes and syncopation.


Rhythm represents the most difficult aspect of this three-movement piece. In the outer movements meters change frequently and in the second movement syncopation is used often in both parts. The flute part uses flutter tonguing, trills, and grace notes and the guitar plays harmonics. The flute and guitar are equal partners and rhythmically often complement each other.

---


This three-movement work challenges both performers. The flute part contains flutter tonguing and glissandi. The guitar part is not accompanimental and contains glissandi. The texture is varied and includes sections where the players have unison rhythms and also sections where the players play solo sections. Graphic notation and the absence of a meter are also incorporated. This is a copy of a handwritten score.


David Leisner is an American guitarist and composer who is celebrated for expanding the guitar repertoire. 69 *Acrobats* is a three-movement work that is based on the short story, “The Tumblers” from Nathan Englander’s short story collection, *For the Relief of Unbearable Urges*. 70 It requires technical skill from both performers, an extreme range that extends up to d#-7 in the flute part, and meter changes. The guitar part contains both accompanimental and soloistic material and harmonics.


A four-movement piece based on a lithograph depicting four groups of asylum inmates, *Dances in the Madhouse*, contains many meter changes as well as triplet and syncopated rhythms that are tricky to execute. The guitarist employs percussive techniques, and the flute part was originally conceived for violin and is based upon large leaps, virtuosity, a cadenza, grace notes, and trills. The third movement is to be played on piccolo in order to emulate the sound of violin harmonics.


Jose Manuel Lezcano is a Cuban guitarist and composer whose compositional style is both eclectic and expressive. 71 The flute part of his three-movement *Sonatina Tropical* demands superior technique while the guitar part plays arpeggios, block chords, and some melodic material. There are frequent meter changes, polyrhythms, syncopation, changing tempos, and erratic accent patterns that bring about difficulty.

---


Lowell Liebermann is an American composer whose music is known for its technical difficulty and audience appeal.\(^72\) His *Sonata for Flute and Guitar* is a two-movement work dedicated to and premiered by Paula Robison and Eliot Fisk.\(^73\) The flute part demands showy technique and embellishment within a range that extends from c-4 to b-6. The guitar part has accompanimental arpeggiated writing as well as melodic material. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes sixty-fourth note figures, meter changes, syncopation, and sections of polymeter.


According to the composer, the source of inspiration for this work is Mika Waltari’s novel *Johannes Angelos* that describes the conquest of Constantinople (Istanbul) by Turks in Easter 1453. In the work, the epic drama is underlined by subheadings “Eastern Bells, Warning Bells and Funeral Bells”.\(^74\) It is written in one-movement with several tempo fluctuations and textural variety. The flute part contains frequent ornamentation and some cadenza sections. The guitar part includes harmonics and some solo episodes along with accompanimental material.


According to the composer, *Concertpiece* is, “a melodic and folk-like duet where the flute and guitar parties’ thematical dialogue is fluent but done as if with different languages not noticing one another.”\(^75\) This work is a multi-section, single-movement piece. The flute part requires flutter tonguing and technical gymnastics. The guitar plays accompanimental material and a short cadenza. This edition includes a handwritten score and a separate guitar part that is printed.


The flute part for *Chaconne* contains a range that spans from b-3 to c-7 and includes large intervals. The guitar part contains frequent harmonics that reach e-7. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes syncopation, meter changes, and quarter note triplets.


*Meditation* is a lyrical one-movement work of textural variety. The guitar part contains unfolding melodic figures, as well as chordal writing and harmonics. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes double dotting, syncopation, triplets, ties, thirty-seconds, and 3/2 alternating with 3/4 meter.

\(^74\) Herbert Lindholm, “Author’s Comments”, available from http://www.kuopionkonservatorio.fi/Herbert/flute.html; Internet; accessed 29 September 2010.
\(^75\) Ibid.

Dierdre Lynds wrote this fresh, rhythmically adventurous four-movement work for the Felber/Century duo. Both players encounter fast tempos, much syncopation, many accents, the use of meter changes, and thirty-second notes. The guitar part explores the timbre of harmonics.


*Liebesspiel* explores extended techniques in both the flute and guitar parts and lists instructions in Italian only. The piece is not metered and graphic notation exists in both parts, however tempo indications are given with quarter note pulses. Rhythms are moderately difficult in both parts and use all combinations of notational values. Dynamics change frequently. The guitar part contains mainly arpeggios and melodic fragments. This is a very difficult level III work, due to the necessary rhythmic coordination between the flute and guitar.


*Canzona* includes glissandi and percussive techniques in the guitar part, and flutter tonguing for the flute. The guitarist plays melodic material. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes double dotting, thirty-second notes, meter changes, and syncopation.


Rhythm represents the most difficult aspect of *5 Noveletten*. Meter changes from simple to compound are included as well as frequent ties and syncopation. The guitarist performs harmonics, and some melodic material. The flute part is melodic and contains large leaps.


*Gémeaux* contains key clicks, glissandi, and flutter tonguing in the flute part and glissandi in the guitar part. The flute part makes moderately challenging technical demands. The guitar plays both melodic and accompanimental material. Rhythmic challenge in both parts includes meter changes between compound and simple meters.


*Sonatine* is in three-movements and contains frequent meter and tempo changes. The flute part contains trills, double tonguing, and flutter tonguing. The guitar part is largely chordal punctuated by a fair amount of melodic material.

---


The flute player employs trills, fast double tonguing, and some extended techniques in this short single-movement work. The guitar part is mainly chordal and the arpeggiated accompaniment is flavored with harmonics, rasgueado, and tamboura.


This piece qualifies for level III due to the changes between compound and simple meter that appear in the third movement. The flute part contains singing and playing. The guitarist’s role is both melodic and accompanimental and encompasses some short solo sections, pizzicato, harmonics, tamboura, and golpe. Both parts negotiate meter changes and unexpected ties.


These two short works belong to level III due to the presence of glissandos used in the flute part, rasgueado used in the guitar, and the use frequent meter changes between and 7/8, 8/8, 3/8, 4/8, 4/4. The guitar part contains a lengthy solo section, and both melodic and accompanimental lines throughout. According to the composer, *One for Marie* was composed as a “Love Song Without Words” for his friend Marie, who he loved and who unfortunately died of cancer.77 *Un tiempo cochino* roughly translates to “The time of a pig,” and is titled so because the recording engineer of the studio in which the composer and his flutist friend were recording the work said that it seemed as though they were having a “swine of a time.”78


Two-movements and an interlude make up the work, *Japanese Gardens*. The alto flute part contains grace notes and some flutter tonguing. The guitar part contains melodic, arpeggiated, and chordal material. Rhythm in this piece is complex featuring counter-rhythms and guitar ostinati. There is extensive use of grace notes in the flute part.


*Intermezzo* features numerous tempo and meter changes and fast runs for both instruments. The texture is mixed, giving the guitar part both accompanimental and melodic roles. The score is a copy of a handwritten score and is not easy to read.


This is a short fantasia with a high proportion of graphic notation and some extended techniques. Flutter tonguing of the flutist, and percussive techniques and harmonics of the guitarist are required. Rhythm is conceived freely and without a meter. The guitar part is both melodic and accompanimental. This is recommended for any ensemble seeking to program an accessible contemporary work.

---

77 Steve Marsh, email from the composer, October 1, 2010.
78 Ibid.

In this pair of works, the flute part contains ornamentation, fleet technical work, and flutter tonguing. The guitar parts contain some short solos as well as melodic material. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes syncopation, triplets, thirty-second notes, and meter changes.


These four pieces are short and are rated as easier level III repertoire. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes frequent meter changes, ties, triplets, and syncopation. The flute part includes specific vibrato instructions. The guitar part contains harmonics and pizzicato in addition to both melodic and accompanimental material.


"Ohne Zwiespalt" means ‘Without Conflict’. The seven movements of the work depict amicable instrumental colloquy and that both parts have equal weight. The flutist is required to navigate many runs, lots of accidentals, large leaps, grace notes, trills, mordents, and flutter tonguing. The guitarist is required to create a light texture with generally single-note melodic material, arpeggios, and two-or three-note chords. The piece includes counter rhythms between the guitar and flute part and some syncopation in both parts.


Dutch composer Chiel Meijering’s music contains the virtuoso use of instruments, energetic fast movements and motoric rhythms. The flute part of this one-movement work embraces challenging technical runs, frequent double and triple tonguing, and ornamentation. The guitar part contains melodic and accompanimental material as well as harmonics and Bartok pizzicato. Difficult rhythms include frequent meter changes and triplet figures. The dynamic range for this piece is extreme.


This is a suite of five works in which textures vary throughout. The flute part contains challenging technical runs, ornamentation, and one instance of flutter tonguing. The guitarist plays accompanimental, melodic and solo material, along with ornamentation, harmonics, rasguesdo, percussive techniques, and glissandi. Instructions for techniques are supplied only in French.

---


This three-movement work contains some syncopation, duple eighths in compound meter, quarter note triplets, and harmonics in both parts. The guitar part contains frequent melodic material. The flute part contains a marking that looks like flutter tonguing, however no specific instructions are supplied.


Miroslav Miletic is a Croatian composer whose music reflects his respect and devotion for Croatian national folklore. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts of this three-movement work includes triplets, syncopation, quarter note triplets and meter changes. The flute part contains ornamental passagework and flutter tonguing. The guitar writing features harmonics and glissandi.


Argentine composer, Vicente Moncho’s compositions are created in a modal type language, use compositional patterns used in Western Europe, and show the influence of the Argentine tango. His one-movement modern work, *Musica para flauta y guitarra* has cadenzas in both instruments. The flute part exhibits challenging technical runs, flutter tonguing, and ornamentation. The guitar part is also challenging and contains virtuoso runs that imitate the tango. Non-metered sections occur, as well as instances of graphic notation and unpredictable dynamic shifts. This edition is a facsimile.


This one-movement work is based upon frequent complex meter changes, harmonics, and quasi-cadenza sections. The flute part contains challenging technical runs that extend to b-6. The guitar part contains rasgueado.


Flutist and composer Louis Moyse was the son of the renowned flutist Marcel Moyse. His *Cantos de las sierras* comprise three movements. The flute part calls for a moderate amount of fast technical runs (especially in the third movement), some chromatics, accidentals, and grace notes. The guitar texture includes mainly arpeggios, with some block chords, and melody with chordal accompaniment.

---


This four-movement sonata, which is a transcription of Mozart’s *Piano Sonata KV 331*, was published originally by Johann Traeg as No. 3 under the collection of various pieces with and without accompaniment arranged for guitar by Andreas Traeg. This sonata opens with a Theme and Variations movement. Rhythmic highlights include some tricky sixteenth-note rhythms in the first variation, some thirty-second note rhythms in the second, fourth, and fifth variations. The flute part additionally includes octave leaps, trills, mordents, and grace notes. The guitar part is accompanimental, consisting mainly of simple to moderately difficult arpeggios, with some two-and-three-note block chords.


This is an alternative transcription of Piano Sonata KV 331. Rhythm and style are the primary challenges in the work. Thirty-seCONDS and sixty-fourth note rhythms are used, as well as syncopation in both parts. Flute technique is challenging at times and ornamentation is required. The guitar part is mostly accompanimental and fingerings are included.


This is another edition of Mozart’s *Sonata KV 331*. Guitar fingerings are supplied as well as articulations and ornamentation in the flute part.


Luxembourg composer, Alexander Müllenbach’s music is described as being tonal, atonal, dodecaphonic, post-serial, serial, and powerfully expressive. *Epigramme* is a rhythmically challenging three-movement work with a complex metrical profile. The flute part contains flutter tonguing and demands several large leaps that drop to the b-3 to d-4 range and requires some quick technical runs in that same register. The guitar part contains harmonics. Ensemble is apt to be the most challenging element.


This is a three-movement work with numerous technical runs in the flute part but they are tonal and accidentals appear only sparingly. There is a section in which natural harmonics are required in the guitar part and there is one occasion for flute flutter tonguing. The flute also plays a short cadenza in the first movement. This piece fits the criteria for level III due to the flute cadenza, syncopation, and driving pace. The work is scored so that the melody line can be played by either the flute or mandolin.

---


Graphic notation occurs in *Passacaglia*, as well as short cadenzas in both parts and many hocket-like sections. A mix of textures, difficult technical runs, and ornamentation are additionally required in both the flute and guitar parts of this one-movement work.


The texture is varied between homophonic, monophonic, and polyphonic in this one-movement work that employs both flute and alto flute. Extended techniques are required in both parts with little instruction. These techniques include flutter tonguing, quarter-tones, whistle tones, and glissandi in the flute part, and the use of a pick, finger dampening, percussive techniques, and harmonics in the guitar part. Dynamics change frequently and are extreme.


Jan Novak is a Czech composer who uses free tonality, clear structures, humor and wit, and pure melodic lines in his compositions. The flute part of his three-movement work, *Choreae vernalis*, contains some non-metered cadenza sections, many unpredictable accidentals, runs marked accelerando and velocissimo, grace notes, fast double tonguing, and harmonics. The guitar part contains chordal material, melodic material, and arpeggios that are simple-to-moderate in difficulty and frequently form an ostinato pattern. Harmonics and tamboura are also incorporated into the guitar part. This edition contains a handwritten score and a typeset flute part. The flute part is legible but the score is very difficult to read.


Poul Rovsing Olsen is a Danish composer whose style is influenced by twelve-tone technique and often includes rhythmic contrasts between free movement and metrically long and complex figures. Rhythmic features in his one-movement work, *Danse élégiaque*, include triplet rhythms, quintuplet rhythms, sections of two-against-three, and some syncopation. The flute part also contains large leaps as well as trills and grace notes. As an ensemble both parts are of equal importance and are equally challenging. Difficulty may occur in synchronizing the flute and guitar rhythms.


This is a five-movement set that includes a ragtime, polka, minuet, waltz, and elegy. The flute part contains elaborate figuration, flutter tonguing, and a whistle tone. The third movement is a guitar solo. Meter changes and syncopation pose rhythmic difficulty in both parts.

---


*Intimate Dances* is a rhythmically complex four-movement piece. The flute part contains frequent high register figures, triple tonguing, and ornamentation. The guitar part is difficult and includes pizzicato, slides, and harmonics. The second movement includes frequent sforzandi and metrical ambiguity. The work was written for the Jan Boland and John Dowdall duo in 1980.87


This is a virtuosic one-movement concerto. Both parts are technically demanding and utilize ornamentation, complex meters and extended techniques that include quarter-tones, flutter tonguing, and glissandi in the flute part, and percussive techniques, harmonics and glissandi in the guitar part. An interesting feature of this piece is the addition of a snare drum to the cadenza sections. According to program notes, “The title of the work, *Constitution Article 91*, refers to a part of the former Greek constitution used by the dictatorship between 1967 and 1974 to abolish democracy in Greece. Certain rhythms in the work come from a fearsome and agitated speech that the dictator delivered to academicians in 1973 following a student movement against the tyranny.”88


Iván Patachich was a Hungarian composer who pioneered electronic music in Hungary.89 Rhythmic difficulty in his three-movement *Duo* includes the presence of syncopation, thirty-second notes, and frequent meter changes including 8/8 meter divided as 3+2+3. The flute part contains recurrent double tonguing and grace notes. The guitar part is accompanimental and uses tamboura.


*Fantasy* is moderately difficult and contains flutter tonguing for the flute and glissandi and harmonics in the guitar part. The guitar part is a mixture of melodic and accompanimental material. The piece contains meter changes, syncopation, and thirty-second note figures.

---


The poem “Mountain Morning” is to be recited at the beginning of the performance and there are optional lighting suggestions. Directions for creating a mountain wind sound, which are included in the introduction, are very unusual and creative. Frequent meter changes appear towards the end with much syncopation and many thirty-second note patterns. The flute part requires repetition of b-3, c-4, c#-4, d-4, and e-4, pitch bends and wind sounds. The guitar part includes chordal textures and extensive harmonics.


Astor Piazzolla was an Argentine composer whose distinctive brand of tango is called ‘nuevo tango’ and includes fugue, extreme chromaticism, dissonance, elements of jazz, and, at times, expanded instrumentation.90 This is an arrangement of a solo guitar work of the same name. The pieces contain frequent syncopation and unpredictable odd accents. The guitar part contains a mixture of chordal accompaniment and melodic figurations and has a few solos throughout.


With its virtuosic flute writing, folk melodies, and tango rhythms, *Historie du tango* is one of the most popular works in the flute and guitar repertoire. Its four movements each represent a different style of tango. The first *Bordello 1900*, is a lively tango that originated in Buenos Aires in 1882 and paints a picture of prostitutes as they teased the people who came to see them. *Continental Café* represents a tango that people listened to instead of danced. *Night Club, 1960*, represents audiences rushing to night clubs to listen to the new tango of the 1960’s. *Modern Day Concert*, represents today’s tango and the tango of the future.91 The flute part of the work contains melodic material, challenging technical runs, ornamentation, glissandi, air sounds, and flutter tonguing. The guitar part contains percussive techniques, harmonics, and accompanimental and melodic roles. Frequent accents occur with abundant syncopation, thirty-second notes, and meter changes from 4/4 to 6/8.


This three-movement work presents difficult rhythm and technical flourishes in both parts. The guitar part is unusual in that it includes frequent solo and melodic passages. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes the use of thirty-second note rhythms, frequent syncopation, and meter changes.

---


Máximo Diego Pujol is an Argentine guitarist and composer whose works use tango as a basic style and are strongly influenced by Astor Piazzolla. Suite Buenos Aires is cast in four movements. The piece relies on frequent syncopation, meter changes, and off-beat rhythms. Glissandi are included in both flute and guitar and percussive techniques are included in the guitar part. The guitarist is an equal partner with the flutist here. This is a relatively easy level III piece.


Rhythm provides the biggest challenge in this whimsical opus. There are places without any meter and others where frequent meter changes are found. The flute part contains some difficult low flutter tongued notes and glissandi. The guitar part is involved and includes some harmonics and percussive techniques.


The flute writing in Lake of Memory features technical hurdles and large leaps. The guitar part includes abundant melodic material and harmonics, glissandi, and ponticello. Numerous tempo changes and complex meter changes are used.


This is a one-movement concerto. The flute part includes virtuosic episodes and double tonguing. Difficulty in the guitar part includes some dense rhythmic chords, and awkward barring and voicing.


Jaan Rääts is an Estonian composer whose style abandons traditional musical language and embraces a neo-classical style characterized by active motor rhythms. His Stück Nr. 1 ohne Titel includes one-movement that includes an assortment of textures with homophonic being most frequently used. The flute part here contains quick technical runs, grace notes, and a range that extends from c-4 to c-7. The guitar part involves glissandi, Bartok pizzicato, golpe, and arpeggiated material. Rhythmically, both parts include syncopation and several sections of two-against-three, three-against-four, and five-against-three.

---


Finnish composer, Einojuhani Rautavaara’s *Sonata* has a “classical quality that ranges from dancing playfulness to archaic modality and mystic moods, but the structure is strictly consistent. As in the other Rautavaara works for the guitar, the texture is notably idiomatic but it calls for extremely precise articulation. The work calls for frequent compound and simple meter changes and abundant thirty-second note rhythms in both parts. The guitar part additionally uses harmonics. The flute part switches between c flute, alto flute, and piccolo.


The flute part of this three-movement work utilizes a range that extends to c-4. The guitar part includes melodic, accompanimental, and technical material. Both performers negotiate frequent meter changes, thirty-second notes, ties, and double dotting. This edition is a copy of a handwritten score that is difficult to read.


Extreme dynamics, quick technical runs, and ornamentation appear in both parts of this two-movement work. Extended techniques used include harmonics in the flute part and tremolo and slides in the guitar part. Instructions for the extended techniques are in Italian only. Quarter note triplets, thirty-seconds notes, and double dotting cause rhythmic challenge here.


This five-movement work is part of a larger work called, *THE BOOK OF ABBEYOZZUD*, that, at its completion, will have a total of 26 pieces for guitar and chamber group with guitar that will bear a distinct Spanish flavor. The title of the series is a made-up word signifying A to Z. Other made up words have been additionally used for titles. The work uses complex rhythms that include meter changes, syncopation, double dotting, and thirty-second notes. Frequent chromaticism, and demanding technical runs are present in both parts. Additionally, the flute part requires flutter tonguing and the guitarist plays harmonics and slides.

---


The title of this one-movement work is translated as “The Maiden and The Sorcerer.” The composer’s description of the work is as follows, “‘Maja’ is a colloquial word used in Spain to refer to a young, attractive woman. The image of a dancing ‘Maja’ kept appearing as I began composing this piece. The opening ‘Maja’ theme reappears in the second half of the work, transformed, as if hexed, or tricked by a sorcerer, into an aggressive, yet seductive motif. After a brief return of the initial material, the piece closes with a driving climax, slowly built by the flute’s chromatic gestures against the pizzicato guitar.” Level III is the appropriate category for this piece due to the extreme range used in the flute part (b-3 to e-flat-7). Ongoing meter changes that utilize both simple and compound meters, syncopation, and thirty-second note figures all are present. Additionally the guitar part combines accompanimental and solo material.


*Raven Dance* was written to fulfill a request by the Cavatina Duo for a piece based on Balkan folk music. According to the composer, “The meter is 3/4 + 3/8 which, in English, means very cool...” The one-movement work is rhythmically demanding and contains flutter tonguing and frequent grace notes in the flute part and slides and harmonics in the guitar part. Both parts contain areas of technical virtuosity.


The guitar part of this six-movement work employs both melodic and accompanimental material and is adorned by percussive techniques, harmonics, and glissandi. The flutist plays challenging technical runs, flutter tonguing, and ornaments. The landscape of this piece features multiple meter changes, thirty-second note figures, triplet figures, as well as syncopation.


As the title suggests, this is a virtuosic set of theme and variations based on Wagner’s *Tristan and Isolde.* There is an introduction, then a statement of the theme, followed by four contrasting variations. The flute part uses many b-3s plus a c-4 trill, rapid-fire technique in all registers, and flutter tonguing. The guitar part contains accompanimental and melodic material, some cadenza sections, rasgueado, and glissandi.

---
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Award winning American composer Ned Rorem’s *Romeo and Juliet* contains nine short pieces that are based on several moments in the Shakespeare play with the same title. Rorem balances the main melodic material between the flute and guitar parts in the work. The flute flutter tongues often. The guitar part is equally as involved as the flute part and includes tremolos. Additional difficulty includes frequent sforzandi, meter changes that use simple and compound meter, double dotting, quarter-note-triplets, and the use of thirty-second notes.


*Aquò rai* is a two-movement work. The flute part is lyrical, punctuated with some key clicks as well as flutter tonguing. The guitar part contains melodic and accompanimental material as well as extended techniques, most of which are explained in French only. Additionally, there are compound meter changes.


Antonio Ruiz-Pipó was a French-Spanish composer and pianist who composed in a conservative style rooted in Spanish tradition. *Jarcias* is structured around a mixture of textural colors and three-movements. The flute part includes arabsques and flutter tonguing. The guitarist plays soloistic melodic material, harmonics, and pitch bends. Both parts include an unmetered first movement, frequent thirty-second note figures, and syncopation.


*Cassation* is a three-movement work. The flute part contains fast and challenging technique and some elaborate figurations. The guitar part includes both melodic and accompanimental material. The dynamics feature frequent sforzandi. Rhythmically, numerous meter changes and abundant syncopation exist.


*Trois Esquisses* contains syncopation, meter changes, triplet rhythms, graphic notation, and improvisation for both players. The flute and guitar share the melodic responsibility. The guitar part includes harmonics, and the flute part makes use of quick technical runs.


*Polyphonia* is a two-movement work that is listed as a level III due to frequent meter changes, and an unmetered introduction. The flute part embodies frequent use of a fluent low register and the guitar part includes harmonics. There are several instances of the flute and guitar passing melodic figures back and forth. Quarter note triplets, ties, syncopation, and some instances of two-against-three create rhythmic intricacy.

---

Gary Schocker is an American composer and flutist whose highly melodic style has been compared to Poulenc, Francaix and Bernstein. Each of the movements in this five-movement work evokes a mood or idiom. Some of these moods/idioms include Elizabethan, bossa nova, the Salem witch trials, flamenco, and walking in a dream. The flute part includes quick technical runs, and slides. The guitar part employs solo moments, melodic and accompanimental material, and rasgueado. Rhythms are difficult in both parts and include iterative meter changes, thirty-second note figures, quarter note triplets, and syncopation.

As a virtuoso flutist himself, it is no surprise to see that the flute part of this fairy-tale-like three-movement work includes adventurous technique that extends to d#-7 and flutter tonguing. The guitar part includes harmonics and rasgueado. Capricious meter changes switch from simple to compound and back. Although the texture is nearly homophonic, the guitar does have some melodic figures.

Eva Schorr is a German composer whose works are serial and characterized by the juxtaposition of linear coloring supported by contrapuntal structures. Mixed Suite is comprised of four movements. The flute part contains glissandi. The guitarist unfolds frequent solo material. Both parts contain frequent melodic decoration. The score is a copy of a handwritten score and is difficult to read.

Each movement of this three-movement work, written by American composer and guitarist, Thomas Schuttenhelm, explores an aspect of memory that drives the musical argument of the composition. The work fits into level III due to some writing that extends up to c-7 in the flute part. Rhythmically, both players tackle syncopation, quarter note triplets, and thirty-second note figures. The texture is mostly homophonic however the guitar plays a lengthy soliloquy at the beginning of the third movement.

---


The title here is inspired by the commissioning ensemble, Duo Arrabal.\(^{104}\) The flute part contains some brisk technique, large leaps, melodic frills, and flutter tonguing. The guitar part is accompanimental but does contain some melodic figures as well as tamboura, tremolo, pizzicato and percussive techniques.


Patrice Sciortino is a French composer whose compositional style features lyricism, energetic rhythmic life, and a highly contrapuntal style.\(^{105}\) In three movements, *Nosergfol* utilizes the c-flute, bass flute, and piccolo and includes express technical runs, flutter tonguing, and double tonguing. The guitar part is written over two staves at times and includes tricky technical runs, and some melodic figures. Rhythmically the piece is difficult for both instruments and includes numerous complex meter changes, syncopation, quarter note triplets, and thirty-second note figures.


The title of Sitar giant Ravi Shankar’s challenging one-movement work, *L’aube enchantée sur le raga “Todi,”* roughly translates to “delighted dawn on the Raga Todi.”\(^{106}\) The flute part demands a high level of technique, double tonguing, numerous glissandi, and frequent grace notes. The guitar part is difficult, comprising pitch bends, slides, and rapid technique. Both parts include frequent syncopation, thirty-second and dotted rhythms, plentiful accents and articulation markings, and several tempo changes.


The recorder part of this five-movement work works well for either flute or violin. Whereas both parts incorporate extended techniques, the guitar uses them more frequently than the flute. These techniques include tamboura, harmonics, and percussive techniques in the guitar part and airy/residual tones in the flute part. Rhythm is difficult at times and includes syncopation, thirty-second note figures, and one measure where the flute appears to be in 6/8 while the guitar is in 3/4. The guitar and flute roles are equally balanced. This edition is a copy of a handwritten score and is difficult to read.


This piece is the first in a series of chronicles composed on the subject of the meeting between the aboriginal Indian culture of the Caribbean islands and the Spanish Conquistadores. The composer was particularly fascinated with the image of surprise and bewilderment from both sides. The flute part contains melodic material and some thirty-second note runs while the guitarist plays both accompanimental and melodic material, and harmonics. Difficult triplet and syncopated rhythms, multiple meter changes, and awkward meters are all featured.


These are the second and third chronicles by Robert Sierra, which continue the above annotation. The pieces contain extended techniques that feature flutter tonguing, harmonics, glissandi, whistle tones, and aeolian sounds in the flute part, and Bartok pizzicato, harmonics, and glissandi in the guitar part. Other difficulty involves frequently shifting extreme dynamics and challenging technical runs in both parts. The texture is mostly polyphonic and the guitar is equally as important as the flute.


The guitar part to *Renadio* is both melodic and accompanimental and includes percussive techniques and harmonics. The flute part has a section marked "pizzicato effect" that is notated with "x" note-heads. Presumably tongue pizzicato or détaché is what the composer wants but no instructions are supplied. The presence of this pizzicato section is the chief reason for listing this piece as level III.


*Nocturne* has large leaps, formidable technique, and flutter tonguing for the flutist and harmonics for the guitarist. Both parts include solo sections and unmetered episodes.


These sonatas involve both players in challenging technical passage work, as well as flutter tonguing and large leaps in the flute part, and harmonics and tamboura in the guitar part. Thirty-second note figures and syncopation cause rhythmic challenge.


This single-movement work includes a mixture of textures, demanding technical work, and rhythmic intricacy for both instruments. Required extended techniques include flutter tonguing, harmonics, controlled vibrato, and glissandi in the flute part, and harmonics, ponticello, and percussive techniques in the guitar part. Rhythmic difficulty exists in the use of thirty-second notes, sixty-fourth notes, quintuplets, sextuplets, and quarter-note-triplets.

---


Both performers are required to play challenging technical passages in this *Sonatina*. Required extended techniques include flutter tonguing in the flute part, and harmonics and tamboura in the guitar part. The guitarist is instructed to tune the fifth string to a-flat and the sixth to e-flat in the first movement, and the fifth to g and the sixth to d in the second movement. The specific meters are not marked, however bar lines are present and the piece appears to be in 4/4 and 3/4.


According to the composer this work emerged in December 1996 during trips to Houston, Saarbrücken and Karlsruhe. The flute part carries the main musical line over sparse guitar accompaniment. The guitarist plays rasgueado. Frequent meter changes exist from simple meter to compound, as well as double dotting. Dynamics change frequently and are extreme (pppp to fff). This edition is a copy of a handwritten score.


*Temps de lluna* is described by the composer as creating an “oneiric world, where either may embrace, or oppose, through an open dialogue in which, without any aesthetic prejudice, composition orientations of a different nature converge.” The piece is comprised of four-movements. The flute part executes large leaps along with some graphic pitch notation, ornamentation, flutter tonguing, a harmonic type of indication that is difficult to decipher, and a glissando. The guitar part contains mostly one-lined melodic material mixed with some chordal work, tamboura and harmonics.


*Desert Songs* is a three-movement modern work that contains an assortment of textures, multiple meter changes and challenging rhythms. The flute part contains a range that extends to d-flat-7, fast technique, and large intervallic combinations. The guitar part contains both melodic and accompanimental material.


*Relaciones* fluctuates between various textures, advanced rhythms rhythms, meter changes, and harmonics in both parts. A specific rhythmic difficulty is the presence of five-against-three.

---


This collection of works, each inspired by a collection of art in the Cedar Rapids Museum of Art, includes: *River Bend* by John Thow, *El Coco* by David Leisner, *Fast Track* by Jonathan Chenette, *Hidden Tango* by Jerry Owen, *Caution to the Wind* by Gary Schocker, and *Dear Departed* by Robert Lindsey Nassif. Difficulties seen throughout include quick technical runs, abstruse rhythms, meter changes, and extended techniques. Some of the extended techniques used include flutter tonguing, harmonics, alternate fingerings, and speaking in the flute part, and harmonics, glissandi, and speaking in the guitar part.


This three-movement work is highlighted by cadenzas for both performers. Ornamentation, harmonics, and glissandi are included in the flute part, and glissandi and pizzicato appear in the guitar part. The first movement is unmetered.


The flute and guitar parts in *Snow Dreams* are equal in importance and difficulty. The flute part contains technical demands, especially in terms of articulation, sustained b-3’s, trills and grace notes. The guitar part contains grace notes, tremolo, ponticello, and tasteria. This piece is moderately challenging and contains meter changes. There are also lengthy solos for both performers. Regarding the piece, the composer notes, ‘There are many different images of snow, its forms and its movements: light snow flakes pockets of swirls of snow, rounded drifts, long white plains of blankets of snow, light and heavy snowfalls, etc. Many of these images can be found in the piece, if in fact, they need to be found at all. The listener will determine that choice.’


*La ballade d’Irina* involves the use of graphic notation, and extended techniques that consist of flutter tonguing and key clicks in the flute part, and portamento, glissandi, damp resonance, percussive techniques, a distorted note, using different parts of the finger other than the nail, harmonics, and rasgueado in the guitar part. Rhythms in both parts include syncopation. The first movement is for solo guitar and the second movement begins with a flute solo.


The flute writing in *Five Songs* explores flutter tonguing, grace notes, and optional alto flute. The guitarist plays arpeggios, block chords, melodic material, and scalar runs. Both parts include meter changes and sections where the guitar is in 6/8 while the flute is in 2/4.

Estonian composer Peeter Vähi’s works are characterized as having “broad-minded stylistic versatility, listener-friendly sound, skillful application of exotic instruments and electronic facilities, and a wide range of moods from philosophical and meditative right through to baroque movements.”¹¹¹ His one-movement work, *Mystical Uniting*, was originally scored for flute, violin, and guitar. The flute and guitar arrangement contains a variety of ornamentation and extended techniques. Some of these techniques include slides, tongue slaps, and flutter tonguing in the flute part and harmonics, muffled sound, tamboura, and golpe in the guitar part. Both instruments have solo and melodic material throughout. Rhythmic difficulty includes simple meter changes and the use of triplets, and thirty-second notes. The flute part features a cadenza.


*Alturas II* is comprised of two movements, one movement for flute solo, and the other for guitar alone. Extended techniques are demanded in both parts and include glissandi, key clicks, flutter tonguing, and harmonics in the flute part, and rasgueado in the guitar part. Frequent thirty-second and sixty-fourth note figures and double dotting are also required.


This work represents the three cities, Miami, Dennis, MA, and Seattle and is part of a series of fifteen. *Miami, FL* was originally a guitar duo, *Seattle, WA* was originally for percussion, double bass, oboe, flute, and guitar, and *Dennis, MA* is the first piece Verdery ever wrote for flute and guitar.¹¹² The flute parts contain intricate technique and the use of alto flute. The guitar parts contain several advanced techniques including: retuning the sixth string to d and fifth to b, glissandi, percussive techniques, harmonics, and ponticello.

Vilén, Asko. *Uno pezzo per flauto e chitarra*. [Helsinki]: Suomalaisen Musiikin Tiedotuskeskus, 1900’s.

Extended techniques seen throughout both parts of this single-movement work include tamboura, percussive techniques, harmonics, and glissandi in the guitar part, and flutter tonguing, pizzicato, and other flute techniques with instructions only in Finnish. Rhythms that are taxing include meter changes, ties, syncopation, and thirty-second notes. Cadenzas appear in both parts. This edition is a facsimile.


The famous work, *Assobio a játo*, is titled after the flute extended technique called a jet whistle. The work contains three-movements and was originally written for flute and cello. Accompanimental writing and melodic writing, as well as pizzicato decorate the guitar writing. The flute part contains large leaps, jet whistles, and the extended technique instruction to play glissandi imitating upward whistles. Rhythms generally are standard but do include thirty-seconds in both parts.


This rhythmically challenging one-movement work reflects hope radiating from the sun on a long Winter’s day. Meters change frequently and alternate between simple and compound. Technique is difficult in both parts. The guitar part is not a traditional chordal accompanimental part, as it includes melodic and technical figures as well. Dynamics change frequently.


This is a collection of five fantasies/studies that include a variety of ornaments, and a few extended techniques. Some of these ornaments and techniques comprise grace notes, mordents, trills, flutter tonguing and portamento in the flute part, and rasgueado, mordents and glissandi in the guitar part. Rhythmic difficulty for the two players incorporates syncopation and meter changes.


*Silvermine Suite* was composed to commemorate the opening of Sara Victoria Hall at the Silvermine Guild for the Arts (in Silvermine, CT). The four-movement suite qualifies for level III because the flute part requires flutter tonguing and the guitar part involves harmonics. The piece frequently uses triplet rhythms and, if a quick tempo is taken, moderately difficult technical demands exist.

---


*Chama “The Eagle and the Plumed Serpent” was commissioned by the National Endowment for the Arts and was inspired by the writings of Carlos Castaneda.*

Both parts include glissandi and arabesque melodies. The flute part begins with a lengthy opening solo and there is frequent use of b-3 and a range that extends to E Flat-7. The guitar part includes much melodic material.


*Serenade* is a rhythmically intense three-movement work in which meter changes are difficult and frequent. The guitar part calls forth rasgueado, harmonics, and frequent melodic material. The flutist is required to flutter tongue and perform defiant technical runs.


This work originated in the colors, shapes, and movements of the fish that the composer viewed in a visit to the Cologne Aquarium. The flute part contains flutter tonguing and mordents. The guitar writing involves some melodic invention usually combined with tricky arpeggio figures. The guitar part also includes some tamboura and natural harmonics. Many ties, syncopation, and meter changes are present.


This three-movement concerted work features meter changes, syncopation, and quarter note triplets. Both instruments share the role of presenting the main melodic material.


Flutist and composer Tim Wheater’s *Dream Pipe No. 1* is a six-movement work that contains extended techniques in both the flute and guitar parts. These techniques include glissandi, harmonics and pitch bends in the flute part, and rasgueado and glissandi in the guitar part. Other facets of the flute part include quick technical passages and sections where double tonguing is required. The guitar part mixes soloistic and accompanimental material. Some of the chordal guitar accompaniment includes chords that are specifically notated and others that are written using tablature and rhythmic notation.

---


*Primavera* is a musical tribute to the painting by Sandro Botticelli. The composer asserts that he tried to capture the lyrical beauty of the perfect moment in time displayed in the picture. The flute part contains quick low register runs which use c# and d-4. The guitar part is mostly accompanimental and also contains harmonics and rasgueado. Odd meters, frequent meter changes, some two-against-three as well as syncopation, make the ensemble challenging of the flute and guitar part.


White’s *Suite* was inspired by the French baroque composers, François Couperin and Jean-Philippe Rameau and their fascination with the rhythm of each dance above all other elements. The flute part includes flutter tonguing, and some moderately challenging technical passages. The guitar part contains both accompanimental and melodic material along with rasgueado, Bartok pizzicato, and harmonics.


The flute part of this suite features lyrical embroidery and flutter tonguing. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes double dotting and two-against-three. This is a copy of a handwritten score that is difficult to read.


French composer Pierre Wissmer’s *Sonatine* is in three-movements. The guitar plays both accompanimental and melodic music. The flute part requires double tonguing. Rhythms in both parts include meter changes between compound and simple, syncopation, thirty-second notes, and compound meter with duple eighth note rhythms.


*Confidencial No. 2* was originally written in 1989 to salute the demise of the province of Burgos (Spain), demolished due to the construction of the Urquiza Dam. The flute part encompasses sections of challenging technical runs and frequent grace notes. The guitar part contains chordal and melodic accompaniment along with harmonics, percussive techniques, ponticello, and tamboura. Both parts includes rhythms that utilize meter changes from 2/4 to 3/8, quarter-note-triplets, quintuplets, and sections of five-against-eight.

---


*Le paradis des enfants* is a collection of eleven concise movements. The flute part incorporates thirty-second note runs, flutter tonguing, and key clicks. The guitarist plays harmonics and both accompanimental and melodic lines. Rhythmically, both parts include syncopation, triplets, meter changes, thirty-second notes, and two-against-three.


Only one of the *Tre pezzi* is for both flute and guitar (*Grazioso*). The other two movements, *Malinconico* and *Misterioso*, are for flute and piano and or flute and harp. *Grazioso* covers a flute range of b-3 to b-6. Rhythmic challenge in both parts includes thirty-second note figures, meter changes from simple to compound, duple rhythms in compound meter, and frequent unison rhythms between flute and guitar. Dynamics include frequent “ffz’s.”


*Cahier d’amiens* is a rhythmically sophisticated four-movement work. Meters change often. The flute part contains large leaps, ornamentation, and flutter tonguing. The guitar part includes rasgueado and melodic as well as accompanimental material. Dynamics include several sforzandi in both parts.


Julien-François Zbinden is a Swiss composer whose *Quatre miniatures op. 14* contain frequent meter changes and thirty–second note figures. Additionally the flute parts of these works include grace notes and melodic material and the guitar parts contain a mix of melodic and accompanimental material.


German composer Freidrich Zehm’s compositional style is characterized as being freely tonal, humorous, and having pronounced rhythm and subtle counterpoint. His *Serenade* is unfolded in three-movements. The melodic material in the flute part contains many accidentals, scales, large leaps of up to two octaves, double sharps, tremolos, grace notes, and trills. The guitar part includes block chords, arpeggios, melodic material, tremolo, tamboura, golpe and rasgueado. Sixty-fourth notes, syncopation, unusual meters (10/8) and sections of polyrhythm are all to be found.

---

LEVEL IV: ANNOTATED WORKS

**Flute pitch range:** The flute range includes b-3 to f-7 and there may be frequent large leaps (2 octaves or larger). Technical passages contain large leaps and are frequently not based on scale or arpeggio patterns.

**Flute and guitar rhythmic complexity:** Rhythms may contain all rhythmic combinations, frequent meter changes, frequent syncopation, difficult rhythmic combinations, all meter possibilities, the lack of a meter, and non-standard rhythmic notation.

**Flute and guitar dynamic range:** All dynamic possibilities may be used. Frequent dynamic changes and extreme shifts may exist.

**Flute and guitar ornaments:** All possible ornaments may be used.

**Flute and guitar extended techniques:** These pieces may include the frequent use of all possible extended techniques. Graphic notation of pitch and rhythm elements also may be used.

**Guitar texture:** The guitar texture may use all of the elements in the previous levels but the material becomes more challenging in level IV.

**Ensemble texture/rhythm:** All possible textures and all possible complementary or non-complementary rhythms may be used as well as frequent accelerando, ritardando, ad lib, use of cadenza, tempo changes, and flexible tempos.


A five-movement work, *Noon City Suite* contains complicated rhythms and complex, frequently changing meters. Both flute and guitar parts use extended techniques. These include flutter tonguing and glissandi in the flute part and ponticello, tast, and harmonics in the guitar part. Quick technical runs and leaps abound. Chance elements such as unspecified pitches and rhythms are used. The flutist and guitarist both have solos and cadenzas.


*Dialogue* is a piece comprising eight main sections played without a pause and featuring a tempo and meter change. The flute part contains flutter tonguing, glissandi, harmonics, frequent large leaps up to two octaves, and abrupt dynamic shifts. The guitar part contains several special techniques that include: natural and artificial harmonics, rasgueado, Bartok pizzicato, tamboura on the strings and body, and overlapping the bottom two strings to produce a snare-drum effect. The piece contains cadenza sections in both parts as well as complex rhythms, accents and changing and difficult meters.

*Stichomythia* gives the flutist and guitarist extensive extended techniques that include note-bending, harmonics, multiphonics, over-blown trills, random note tremolos, singing and playing, key clicks, guitar percussive techniques, and altered pitches. The flutist covers the full range of the instrument plus the use of b-flat-3, which is obtained by bending the pitch of b-natural-3. It is suggested that the sixth guitar string is replaced with a lute string. Rhythm of the piece is complex and graphic notation is used. Dynamics shift frequently and drastically.


Milton Babbitt is a highly influential American composer and teacher who has contributed significantly to the 12-tone compositional theory and practice of the twentieth century. Composed in 1989, this one-movement work is primarily polyphonic but does also include monophonic and homophonic textures. The flute part contains fast, non-scalar technique, large leaps, flutter tonguing, and harmonics. The guitar part contains difficult passages, pizzicato, rasgueado, and harmonics. *Soli e duettini* is rhythmically difficult with frequent complex meter changes. Dynamics change frequently and drastically in both parts.


In three movements, *Dialoguing Monologues* uses graphic notation, specifically the element of non-specified pitches, in both parts. The flute utilizes trills, grace notes, glissandi, harmonics, and key clicks. The guitar part uses rasgueado, chords, tremolos, and tamboura. The piece is also rhythmically abstruse due to its use of counter rhythms, quick tempos, and meter-less sections.


In this five-movement work Beccaceci uses a patchwork of textures. Technique and rhythm are challenging in both parts. Extensive extended techniques are used and include flutter tonguing, slap tongue, harmonics, vibrato indications, and air sounds for the flute, and harmonics, ponticello, percussive techniques for the guitar. Instructions are only given in Italian.


Challenging rhythms, extended techniques, ornamentation, and difficult standard technique feature in this three-movement work. Difficult standard technique includes quick runs, large leaps, and extreme ranges. None of the movements are metered; however, traditional notation is used with dotted lines to indicate measures. Dynamic markings are extreme and change frequently in both parts.

---


Most of the ten movements in this work are homophonic and use traditional notation and standard rhythms. However the fourth and eighth movements include graphic notation. Movement two contains sporadic instances of nontraditional notation also. The explanation of guitar fingerings is translated into English, but the explanation of the non-traditional notation is in German.


This is a one-movement work based on a Spanish legend of a troubadour who visits the twentieth century. The flute and guitar parts both contain difficult thirty-second note runs, challenging rhythms, ornamentation, and several extended techniques that include multiphonics, key slaps, percussive techniques and flutter tonguing in the flute part, and percussion, tremolo, striking the string with a tuning fork, glissandi, and rasgueado in the guitar part. Chance rhythmic elements are also used. Instructions for the techniques are in Spanish and German.


This composition unfolds over four short movements. Many different types of extended techniques are used frequently in both parts. These techniques include whistle tones, key clicks, fast double tonguing without tone, harmonics, singing and playing, tongue vibrato, key vibrato, tongue rams, whispering into the flute, beating the mouth-hole of the flute with index finger, vibrando (flutter tonguing), holding a note while increasing the distance between the lips and mouth hole, and multiphonics in the flute part and percussion, artificial harmonics, non-pitched tremolo, using the left hand only to activate the strings, and the use of a spoon in the guitar part. Chance elements are used for both pitch and rhythm. Some nontraditional notation appears.


Challenging rhythms, frequent meter changes, tricky runs, and extended techniques appear in both parts of this seven-movement work. Some of the more difficult flute techniques include tongue rams and whistle tones. Guitar extended techniques include bisbigliando and harmonics.


These are three short, rhythmically difficult pieces written by the Pulitzer Prize and Grammy winning composer William Bolcom. Challenging quick runs are present in both parts. Extended techniques include key slaps, glissandi, flutter tonguing, and key clicks in the flute part, and harmonics for guitar. The flute and guitar parts are equally difficult and share melodic material. This edition is a copy of a handwritten score and is difficult to read. When asked about his inspiration for the piece, William Bolcom responded with, “I have a crush on Spanish and Latin music, probably because I have none of either culture in my family. *Tres Piezas Lindas* is comprised of three pretty pieces – a ray of Mediterranean or Gulf coast sunshine to cheer people up in the middle of a long Midwestern winter. The work invokes a 1930s movie veranda set: fig trees stand in the background, the scent of gardenias is in the air.”


*Melisma* is a one-movement work that contains difficult rhythms, chance elements, thorny runs that use the full range of both instruments, and quickly changing, extreme dynamics. Extended techniques used include flutter tonguing and harmonics in the flute part and harmonics in the guitar part. The piece is not metered.


The absence of a meter and frequent use of graphic notation for both pitch and rhythm are featured in this single-movement work. Various extended techniques used include multiphonics, harmonic bursts, timbral trills in the flute part and rasgueado for the guitarist. Instructions for the graphic notation and extended techniques are written in French.


Eugène Bozza was a twentieth-century French composer and conductor who composed a substantial amount of chamber music for wind instruments. The three-movements in this work are metrically free and rhythmically complex. Both the flute and guitar parts include technically onerous runs and many extended techniques. The flute part contains recurrent large leaps, double tonguing, and frequent use of grace notes. Texturally the flute and guitar are equal partners. Extended techniques used include rasgueado in the guitar part and flutter tonguing, glissandi, harmonics, and tremolo for the flutist. Ensemble issues may arise in rhythmically aligning the parts.

---

125 William Bolcom, e-mail from the composer, September 18, 2010.

*Augury* won the National Flute Association’s Newly Published Music Competition in 1988. The composer says, “The five movements, played without pause, describe five different types of fortune-telling. The flute is cast in the role of the novice, with the guitar acting as sorcerer, mystic, or teacher.”  

Extended techniques include harmonics and microtones in the flute part, and harmonics, metal or glass tube slides, fingernail taps, percussive techniques, and rasgueado in the guitar part.


The flute doubles on piccolo in the finale of this five-movement work. Extended techniques occur frequently in both parts and include; flutter tonguing, harmonics, and speaking in the flute part, and activating the strings with a bass bow, bottleneck slide, brushing the strings with fingers, and tapping the guitar body with fingertips and nails. The piece is treated freely with instructions such as “free time; instruments play in spatial time relationship,” “unmetered time; synchronized parts,” and “spatial rhythm.”

Chobanian, Loris O. *Sonnets for Flute and Guitar*. Quebec: Doberman, 1983.

Tricky rhythms, syncopation, frequently changing dynamics, and some fast technique appear in both parts of this four movement work. The flute part contains many large leaps, grace notes, trills, glissandi, and flutter tonguing. The guitar part contains block chords, simple-to moderately-difficult arpeggios, harmonics, and melodic material.


*Chapters from the Chronicles* is a rhythmically complex piece in a single movement. Extended techniques include over-blowing, key clicks, quarter tones, and percussion for the flutist, and harmonics in the guitar part. No meter is indicated and graphic notation is used. Dynamics are specific and change frequently. Alto flute is required.


The three movements of *Tre fiori musicali* contain free rhythm/meter, dynamics that change almost every beat, graphic notation, and extended techniques for both the flute and guitar. The flute part specifically contains fast technique, large leaps, runs with odd leaps, trills, grace notes, fast double tonguing, wind sound, toneless attacks, singing and playing, microtones, sections of controlled vibrato, pitch oscillations, and pitch bends. The guitar part includes humming, tamboura, and playing with the left hand alone. Guitar fingerings are provided by David Leisner.

---

127 Elizabeth Brown, e-mail from the composer, September 10, 2010.
A panoply of extended techniques, difficult rhythms, and frequently changing meters are used in both parts of this one-movement work. Much is left to the interpretation of the performers, however there are specified rhythms and meters. The texture is pointillistic. The dynamics are extreme and change frequently. It is interesting to note that this piece is written on one to three staves for both performers.


*Quattro Travestimenti* was commissioned in 1985 by the film director Paolo Carradori for a documentary on the lagoon of Orbetello. It depicts four phases in a day spent at the places each title indicates. The works contains an array of extended techniques in both parts, quick runs, difficult rhythms that utilize chance elements, a variety of non-metered sections, and, in the third movement, frequent meter changes. The flute part requires bass, alto, and tenor recorder/flute. The texture is polyphonic.


Edison Denisov is a Russian composer who studied composition and piano at the Moscow Conservatory. This three-movement sonata contains strenuous technical runs and rhythms, large leaps, extended techniques, and frequent dynamic changes. Extended techniques include flutter tonguing and quarter tones in the flute part, and glissandi in the guitar part. The first movement is unmetered. The guitar part involves both melodic and accompanimental material. The instructions for the extended techniques are supplied in German.


*Atréju duo* is a rhythmically advanced work. Extended techniques are used frequently in both parts. Chance elements such as accelerando and reverse indications occur within technical stretches. Instructions for the techniques are not given in English.


This is an advanced but colorful and charming work scored for flute and guitar, or 1-3 flutes and 1-2 guitars. Both parts include difficult rhythms, extended techniques, ornamentation, specific and frequently changing dynamics, and chance elements. Instructions for the extended techniques appear in French. The flutist must play bass flute.

---

129 Anders Bråtén. Liner Notes from *Duo 2XM Plays Shankar, Burkhard, Denisov, Möller, Sierra & Agdur*, CD SFZ 1007 [p]&[c], (SFZ records/Sforzando Prod 2003).

*Nulla Dies* is based on a quotation by Leonardo da Vinci. An absence of specified meter, moderately difficult rhythms, grace notes, and extended techniques all feature. Some extended techniques used include quarter tones, flutter tonguing, and harmonics in the flute part and percussive techniques and harmonics for the guitar. The guitar is an equal partner to the flute.


This three-movement work contains challenging rhythms and a mix of homophonic and monophonic texture. Frequent extended techniques as well as challenging traditional technical passages, ornamentation, and chance elements are used in both parts. The score is a facsimile manuscript and difficult to read.


Spanish composer Francisco Estevez includes frequent and extensive extended techniques for both performers. A meter is not specified, rhythms are complex, and dynamics are specific and change frequently. The flute range extends to d-7 and includes difficult technical passages. Some of the extended techniques used include: sound trumpet (a technique of buzzing into the flute like a brass player), key clicks, quarter tones, flutter tonguing, kissing noises, and singing and playing in the flute part, while the guitarist plays with a tuning fork, dry chords, Bartok pizzicato, percussive techniques, and uses a pencil on the strings.


*Mime VI* was originally written for flute and piano. The composer describes the pieces as: “the mime bonds onto stage, it tells its story in which expressions of lightness, indifference, mystery, anxiety and the restlessness succeed each other before a tranquil conclusion after which the mime disappears on tiptoe.” Both the flute and guitar parts demand sophisticated technique, rhythmic subtlety, chance pitch and elements, and several advanced extended techniques. Some of these include flutter tonguing, multiphonics, key tremolo in the flute part, as well as percussive techniques, tamboura, harmonics, glissandi, and the use of a bottle neck in the guitar part. The range used is from the lowest note possible to the highest note possible for both instruments.

---


According to the composer, the title is a poetic reference to the keen and focused listening state that one often experiences after a rainfall. Esoteric rhythms with frequent meter changes that shift between compound and simple are included. Extended techniques are used in both parts and include lip bends, flutter tonguing, residual tones/breathy sound, pitch bends, and quarter tones in the flute part, and percussive techniques and strumming instructions for the guitar. The flutist plays c flute, piccolo, and alto flute.


*Herbstkälte im Nebel* means “Autumn cold in the fog” and is a collection of two works, one for flute and guitar and one for guitar solo. The flute and guitar work is meter-less, but contains bar lines and a tempo indication based on eighth notes. Extended techniques are used frequently in both parts and are explained in German only. The flute part contains a range that extends to f-


*Quick moments* showcases extended techniques, frequently changing extreme dynamics, and complex rhythms. Some extended techniques used include flutter tonguing, key clicks, tongue rams, breath sound, quarter-tones, and double tonguing in the flute part, and harmonics in the guitar part.


*Harawi* contains abundant rhythmic challenge. Complex meter changes, graphic notation, rhythmic bracketing, cadenzas, challenging technical stanzas, and extended techniques are used in both parts. These last include quarter tones and portamento in the flute part, and rasgueado and harmonics in the guitar.


*Skizzen* was originally written for flute and cymbals but subsequently reworked for flute and guitar. This version contains three movements, frequent use of graphic notation, and several extended techniques. Rhythms are free and challenging. Both parts additionally include multi faceted traditional technique and ornamentation. The title translates to, “Sketches.”


This piece uses advanced extended techniques, double dotting, quarter note triplets, ties, chance pitch and rhythmic elements, and ornamentation in both parts. Dynamics are specific and frequently changing. A meter is not specified. Instructions for techniques are given in Spanish.

---

132 Orlando Jacinto García, e-mail message from composer, September 11, 2010.

The flute and guitar parts are of equivalent difficulty in this one-movement work. Challenging non-scalar runs, several extended techniques, difficult rhythms, and frequent meter changes exist in both parts. Some of the extended techniques used include flutter tonguing and pitch bends in the flute part, and tamboura, glissandi, and harmonics in the guitar part.


Several extended techniques, frequent dynamic changes, and numerous complex meter changes are included in this five-movement work. Performers will encounter rhythmic challenge and difficult traditional technique. Extended techniques include glissandi, quarter tones, flutter tonguing, and harmonics in the flute part, and pizzicato and harmonics in the guitar part. This edition is a copy of a handwritten score and calls for contra alto flute.


This five-movement work contains a variety of textures, numerous extended techniques, complex rhythms, and graphic notation. Rhythmically the piece includes sections without a specified meter and sections structured upon meter changes. Extended techniques include multiphonics, harmonics, tongue pizzicato, smorzato, quarter tones, key clicks, whistle tones, whispering into the instrument, lip pizzicato, and flutter tonguing in the flute part, and plucking, crosswise vibrato, stretching the string in a given rhythm, harmonics, left hand only, arpeggio over all the strings above the tuning head, percussive techniques, and scratching the strings for the guitar. Fingerings are supplied for the flute quarter-tones.


*5 Moments of Day for Flute* is a rhythmically complex five-movement work. It uses frequent grace notes, large leaps, and extended techniques in both parts. Meters used are difficult, e.g. 18/16 to 12/16, and change frequently as do the dynamics. Extended techniques used include glissandi and bends in the flute part and harmonics in the guitar part. The flutist plays alto flute at times.


Rhythmic challenge in this one-movement work includes meter changes. Extended techniques are used in both parts and include flutter tonguing, and multiphonics in the flute part, rasgueado in the guitar part, and glissandi, harmonics, and singing and playing for both players.


The flute and guitar play equally important roles in this rhythmically advanced work written by Japanese composer Etsuko Hori. Both parts contain many extended techniques, ornaments, complex meter changes, and complicated rhythms. Extended techniques used include whistle tones and flutter tonguing for the flutist, and golpe, harmonics, and rasgueado in the guitar part. Additionally, the flute pitch range extends the entire range of the instrument and includes many large leaps and pyrotechnics.

*From the Dreaming* was inspired by the composer’s seven-month visit to Australia’s outback in 1986. Both parts involve difficult technique, challenging rhythms, and the use of extended techniques. Some of the extended techniques include key clicks and flutter tonguing in the flute part and the use of the flesh of the finger, tamboura, and harmonics in the guitar. Detailed instructions are given throughout by the composer. He indicates a flute with a B foot is preferred.


German composer Cornelius Hummel uses extended techniques in both parts of this one-movement work. Some of these techniques include flutter tonguing and glissandi in the flute part, and fingernail glissandi, and bottleneck glissandi in the guitar part. The flute additionally includes the range of a-6 to d-7. Rhythmic complexity includes triplets, thirty-second notes, syncopation, and sections of three-against-four.


*Tango der Schatten* is an unmetered one-movement work that contains extended techniques, challenging rhythms and demanding technique in both parts. Textures vary throughout. Breath noise, key clicks, glissandi, singing and playing, flutter tonguing, harmonics, tongue pizzicato, and quarter tones are required of the flutist while tapping, glissandi, harmonics, percussion, pizzicato, and ponticello are required of the guitarist.


Several extended techniques are used in both parts of this four-movement work. Both parts also contain extremely demanding meters, rhythms, and dynamics. The guitar part is not accompanimental and is very difficult. According to the composer, the programmatic title refers to the fact that the material “comes and goes” as the duo engages in its dialogue.


In *Shades of Pastel*, Daniel Kessner tries to imitate the sounds of the Japanese shakuhachi, koto, sitar, and other Eastern percussion instruments. To do this he uses numerous instances of graphic notation and extended techniques. The piece is rhythmically complex and contains sections that do not contain a meter. The rhythm of the guitar part often responds to, or interrupts the flute, rather than providing a supporting rhythm. The guitar texture is a combination of arpeggios, block chords, and melodic material.

---


135 Laura Kaminsky, e-mail message from the composer, September 15, 2010.

These three Spanish dances comprise the farandole, fandango, and folia. The writing is highly rhythmic and includes virtuosic technical passages, extended techniques, and ornamentation in both parts. The texture is mostly homophonic however both the flute and guitar do have cadenza-like solo passages.


*Trois fantaisies* was commissioned by Ivan and Eric Bellocq in 1992. According to the composer, ‘The title ‘Trois Fantaisies’ was a compromise in my mind: I thought ‘Fantaisiestücke’ to be more appropriate, but ‘Pièces en fantaisie’ or ‘Fantasy Pieces’ didn't seem serious enough! An important influence came from a cycle for soprano, flute, and guitar I had composed in 1955 which I heard subsequently rather often, the influence coming from the sounds I heard and how they might be activated in other directions.'

The piece utilizes numerous extended techniques and difficult rhythms. The flutist plays passages that are not scalar but instead contain random leaps, intervals, and many accidentals. The guitar part is difficult and outlines a chordal texture with block chords and arpeggios punctuated by some melody and scale passages. Rhythmic complexity used includes shifting meter changes and syncopated and dotted rhythms.


Frequent extended techniques, difficult rhythms, numerous meter changes, and challenging large leaps and fast runs are included in both parts of this four-movement work. Extended techniques used include quarter tones, flutter tonguing, and key clicks for flute and percussive tapping, tamboura, quarter tones, glissandi, and harmonics in the guitar part. The texture is varied with both instruments presented as equal partners. This edition is a copy of a handwritten score and is difficult to read.


This four-movement work was originally intended for treble-recorder, bass-recorder and guitar but can also be played on c-flute and bass flute. The recorder part has a range of f-2 to c-7. The sections of the piece scored for bass recorder are written in bass clef. The recorder is required to play numerous extended techniques. The guitar part is both chordal and melodic. The texture is somewhat pointillistic, but varies among block chords, arpeggios or melody. Rhythms are complicated and sections of graphic notation and frequent meter changes feature in both parts.

---

136 Noël Lee, e-mail message from the composer, September 12, 2010.

*Theba, faraon kaupunki* is characterized by challenging rhythms and meters, cadenzas, numerous extended techniques, as well as sections of graphic notation. The flute part is written for alto flute and utilizes key clicks, tongue pizzicato, harmonics, and mumbling while the guitar part utilizes pitch bends, percussive techniques, and ponticello. According to the composer, the piece is "strongly influenced by Arabian music and its structure is rhapsodic. The composition has descriptive subheadings e.g. "The Valley of the Kings", "The Temple of Ammon", "An Elegy for Osiris etc. The source for Thebe's motives lie in the novel "Sinuhe the Egyptian" by Mika Waltari. Compared to the rest of my works, there are exceptionally many sound effects, controlled improvisational sections and a demand for special techniques."137


According to David Macbride the title of *Evensong* reflects the fact that the piece is a quiet, lyrical soliloquy and it reflects his Eurasian heritage, drawing on both Western and Eastern (Chinese) influences.138 Arrows are given to indicate where the flute and guitar should attack notes together and other symbols are used to indicate the length of notes in seconds. Some extended techniques are used in both parts, such as harmonics in the flute part, and slapping the finger-board, exaggerated vibrato, and finger tremolo in the guitar. This edition is a copy of a handwritten score.


Frequent extended techniques, complex rhythms, and extreme dynamics are present in both parts of this one-movement work. Specific rhythmic challenge includes shifting and difficult meters and sections of two-against-three. Precise dynamic indications are given and these indications change frequently. Instructions for all coloristic details, dynamics, and extended techniques are supplied with an English translation.


*On Thin Ice* is derived from a series of improvisations by guitarist Paul Hinrichs. In the introduction to the piece, the composer explains that it uses a tone row and a scale with a pentatonic/octatonic character.139 Both parts require several extended techniques which include key clicks with and without tone, flutter tonguing, fuzzy tone created by placing the tongue partially in the way of the airstream, singing and playing, multiphonics, harmonics, timbral trills, and glissandi in the flute part and a slide that is used to create glissandi and percussive sounds in the guitar part. Also included are odd meters that shift frequently, cross-part counter-rhythms, syncopation, dotted, and triplet rhythms. Dynamics change quickly and drastically in both parts.

137 Herbert Lindholm, e-mail message from the composer, September 12, 2010.
138 David Macbride, e-mail message from the composer, September 12, 2010.

Both the flute and guitar parts of this one-movement work include recurring extended techniques and demanding traditional episodes. Non-scalar, single-lined running material appears in the guitar part, and non-scalar double tongued and slurred runs in the flute. Key clicks, color changes, pitch bends, flutter tonguing, and harmonics are required from the flutist, and ponticello and harmonics from the guitarist. Rhythmic complexity includes the absence of a specific meter, thirty-second note rhythms, and durational and spatial durational notation.


This one-movement work contains complex, freely-treated rhythms. The flute part uses a range of c-4 to the “highest note possible,” (per the composer’s instructions), numerous extended techniques, and fluid high register technique. The guitar part uses a variety of extended techniques and is difficult to synchronize with the flute part. No specific meter is included in the beginning of the piece.


*Mating Dance* is based on Nørgård’s solo guitar piece *Returns* and the title refers to a love play in which the flute represents the active, masculine part and the guitar undertakes the calm, feminine role. Nørgård also makes this statement about the piece: “The melodies grow out of the changing accents in a series of dynamic developed four tone patterns, and the swinging and swaying rhythms are often based on the Golden Section (near to the relations 2:3:5:8:13 et cetera, know as the Fibonacci series).” The flute part requires doubling on alto flute, a range of b-3 to e-7, large leaps, quick non-scalar runs, trills, whistle tones, flutter tonguing, and harmonics. The guitar part requires harmonics, and rugged non-scalar technique. Both parts exhibit complex rhythms, frequent syncopation, meter changes, and complex meters (e.g.: 37/16 and 61/16).


Multiple extended techniques are used in both parts of this one-movement work. Some of the more difficult include: singing and playing, multiphonics, key clicks, and Aeolian sounds from the flute, and percussive tapping, harmonics, glissandi, and tamboura from the guitar. Rhythmic difficulty includes odd groupings of notes, and meter changes. Ornamentation that complicates the rhythm is also included in the flute part.

---


*Partite variate nr. 3* contains frequent meter changes and multiple extended techniques. These last include key slaps, harmonics, air sounds, and singing and playing in the flute part, matched with percussive techniques, harmonics, tamboura, singing and playing, and glissandi in the guitar. The flute plays a cadenza and covers a range extending to e-7. Both parts contain sprechstimme and are printed over two staves, one for the instrument and one for the instrumentalist’s voice.


Numerous challenging extended techniques inform both parts of this three-movement work. These include voice, key slaps, and “son éolian” sounds in the flute part, and percussive techniques, voice, harmonics, glissandi, and pizzicato in the guitar. Frequent meter changes between 5/8 and 7/8 create rhythmic challenge. The voice is used in both parts and, when it is used, is notated on its own staff.


This two-movement work contains a mixture of textures. Rhythms are challenging and include both non-metered and metered sections that use meter changes. Both the flute and guitar play a variety of extended techniques that include specific vibrato indications, coloration, indications, bisbigliando, flutter tonguing, air indications, key clicks, harmonics, scraping along the string, and ponticello. Poetry is included to be read silently by the musicians before playing each movement.


Both the flutist and guitarist employ frequent and extensive extended techniques and challenging rhythms in this piece. Extended techniques include harmonics, key slaps, and wind sounds in the flute part, and glissandi for the guitar. Graphic notation as well as non-metered sections, and cadenza sections also appear. Instructions for the extended techniques are provided in French. The guitarist is instructed to tune the 6th string to b-flat.


Numerous extended techniques, challenging rhythms, and challenging technique are incorporated in both parts of this one-movement work. Extended techniques include flutter tonguing, air whistles, key clicks, hollow tone, speaking and playing, multiphonics, and glissandi for the flute, and rasgueado, pitch bends, pulling with thumb, and harmonics for the guitarist. Several instances of unison figures between the two parts occur. Instructions are not provided for the extended techniques.
Each of the three movements of this work represents a different style of rock music. The flute and guitar part both include frequent extended techniques, difficult rhythms, frequent complex meter changes, and difficult non-scalar runs. Extended techniques include flutter tonguing, glissandi, and singing and playing on the part of the flutist, and percussive techniques and speaking for the guitar. Instructions for the extended techniques are in French only.

Harmonics, flutter tonguing, and quarter tones are required of the flutist, and harmonics, grace notes, and a cadenza of the guitarist in Vértices. Rhythmic challenge is faced by both performers due to the lack of a meter, and the use of ties, syncopation, and the thirty-second notes.

Complex rhythms, frequent and difficult meter changes, extended techniques, elaborate melodic turns-of-phrase, cadenza-like sections, and frequently changing dynamics all appear in this one-movement work. The flute part extends to b-3 and features frequent large leaps. Extended techniques used include harmonics and flutter tonguing in the flute part, and harmonics, rasgueado, and glissandi in the guitar part. The score is a facsimile.

This formidably difficult, one-movement work requires the flutist and guitarist to use the entire range of pitches available to each instrument and perform extensive extended techniques repeatedly. Some of the extended techniques used include flutter tonguing, slap-tongue, pizzicato-effect, tongue-ram, key clicks, and air tremolo in the flute part, and microtones, pizzicato-effect, producing chords with various items, Bartok-pizzicato, left-handed pizzicato, and using a bow in the guitar part. Both parts also contain frequent large leaps, accidentals, quarter-tones, and fast and difficult technical passages. Dynamics change repeatedly and are extreme. Rhythm is extremely demanding in both parts. Detailed instructions are given in English for the extended techniques, however there are many other instructions given throughout the score in German only.

These five short works vary in texture and difficulty. Numbers three and four contain extended techniques in both parts as well as graphic notation. Numbers one, two, and five contain simpler, more traditional writing. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts of all five pieces includes meter changes, ties, syncopation, and thirty-second notes. The guitar parts are mostly accompanimental. The flute part uses the full range of the instrument and includes short solo/cadenza sections.

*Eyktine* is a highly rhythmic and technically virtuosic work. Extended techniques used include quarter tones, extreme air pressure, flutter tonguing, alternate fingerings used to produce tone colors, pitch bends, tongue slaps, and harmonics in the flute part and glissandi, harmonics, and retuning of strings in the guitar part. Two versions are included, one for flute and guitar and one for recorder and guitar. The flute and guitar version calls for contralto flute and the recorder version uses several different recorders.


Meter changes are frequent and are sometimes complex (ex. 3+3+2/16) in this one-movement work. Difficult rhythms in both parts include: frequent syncopation, and thirty-second and sixty-fourth note figures. Both parts also contain some virtuosic technical passages, large leaps, many accidentals, and grace notes. Additionally the guitarist plays rasgueado and harmonics.


The flute part of this one-movement work uses piccolo and includes a cadenza, fast non-scalar runs, ornamentation, and flutter tonguing. The guitar lines feature challenging single-lined, non-scalar running notes, melodic and accompanimental phrases, triangolo, harmonics, and the use of a pick. Rhythms are taxing and dynamics change frequently.


Challenging rhythms and melodic embroidery are included in both parts of this one-movement work. Extended techniques are also used frequently and include key clicks in the flute part and harmonics, rasgueado in the guitar part. Other extended techniques are included and are explained in French. This is a copy of a handwritten score.


*Airolets* is a suite comprising seven movements. The composer describes the suite as a set of modal Occitan songs from the region of Toulouse that depict incongruous animals and birds. Textures vary and extended techniques are used frequently. Some of the more difficult techniques include vocal techniques for both instruments, whistled sounds in the flute part, and crossing strings, dedillo, and percussive techniques in the guitar part.

---


Complicated rhythms and frequent meter changes are included in both parts of this single-movement work. The flute part contains many leaps, arpeggiation, and extended techniques. The guitar part includes extensive use of harmonics, natural and artificial, block chords, arpeggios, and melodic material. Since this piece is rhythmically complex, synchronization between the two parts is difficult.


Many extended techniques, challenging rhythms, and frequent complex meter changes, large leaps, and frequent and extreme dynamic changes are included in both the flute and guitar parts. The compass the flute extends is from b-3 to c#-7. Ensemble is a significant challenge.


Both parts of this difficult piece negotiate frequently changing complicated meters, difficult rhythmic outlines, and challenging traditional passagework. Extended techniques are used in the guitar part, and large leaps challenge the flutist. The guitar part is written on two staves with no explanatory instructions.


A seven-movement work, *Landscapes* contains rhythmic complexity, frequent syncopation, graphic notation, and frequent dynamic indications in both parts. The flute part contains quick technique, large leaps, grace notes, and tremolos while the guitar part contains grace notes, harmonics, and other coloristic effects. The texture is polyphonic and coordination of the parts is difficult.


This single movement work contains instances where the pitch and rhythm are notated using graphic notation. The flute part includes flutter tonguing and frequent fermatas. The guitar part contains repetitive material mixed with short bursts of melody and ad lib runs. No meter is specified in either part.


The guitar and flute play equally important roles in this four-movement work. Both parts explore various extended techniques, frequently changing dynamics, large leaps, and fast non-scalar runs. Rhythmically the piece is un-metered, however tick marks and dotted lines are used to indicate measures and beats. Much of the rhythm and pitch in both parts is notated using graphic notation.

Based on the motive E flat, E natural, A, which spell the English word “sea” in German notation (Es, E, A), this three-movement work for alto flute and guitar was composed as a contribution to the “Save the Whales” campaign of Greenpeace.\(^{142}\) Extended techniques are used to mimic the sound of a shakuhachi and a koto and include nontraditional fingerings used to produce a hollow sound, timbral trills, flutter tonguing, and whistle tones in the flute part, and harmonics and retuning of strings in the guitar part. Rhythms are demanding in both parts and include thirty-second notes and sixty-fourth notes. The first and second movements are written without a meter and the third movement’s meter is 3/16. Dynamics change frequently and are sometimes extreme. Ornamentation is used in both parts and sometimes includes controlled trills. The guitar part is as involved as the flute part. Successive transcriptions exist for harp and marimba.


Dynamics change frequently and rhythms are sophisticated for both performers of this five-movement largely polyphonic work for flute and electric guitar. Techniques used include harmonics and flutter tonguing in the flute part, and harmonics, glissandi, and slides for the guitar. Large leaps, non-scalar technique and grace notes are included. Instructions for the guitarist and for the extended techniques are written in Italian.


A mixed outline that favors the polyphonic texture appears in this work. Extended techniques include flutter tonguing, harmonics, vibrato instructions, glissandi, and hitting the embouchure hole with the palm of your hand in the flute part, matched by tremolo, harmonics, tamboura, percussive techniques, glissandi, Bartok pizzicato, and harmonics in the guitar. Both parts also contain challenging rhythms in the absence of meter, and instances of graphic notation.


Both players tackle extended techniques, complex rhythms, and difficult non-scalar runs. Extended techniques include flutter tonguing, glissandi, harmonics, multiphonics, and key clicks in the flute part, and glissandi, harmonics, percussive techniques, rasgueado, and slides in the guitar. Rhythmic challenge in both parts includes the absence of a meter, dotted rhythms, triplets, double dotting, ties, and places where graphic notation is used for both pitch and rhythm. Dynamics are specific and change frequently.

---


*Zoom* is a one-movement work that appears in the form of graphic notation and explores frequent and difficult extended techniques. Both performers navigate frequent and difficult meter changes, and challenging rhythms. The composer includes very detailed instructions throughout as well as performance notes such as "remain paralyzed during rests." Extended techniques include quarter tones, microtones, toneless noise, flutter tonguing, changing mouth positions (ooh to eeh), slap tongue, exhaling and inhaling through the flute, glissandi, and singing and playing as well as muffled sound, Bartok pizzicato, sul tasto, sul ponticello, mute, glissandi, tambora, and rasgueado in the guitar part. This is a work for very advanced players.


The pair of movements here explore a variety of textures with polyphonic used most frequently. Both parts incorporate demanding rhythms, frequently changing dynamics and a wide range of extended techniques. These last consist of tongue pizzicato, key clicks, harmonics, and tongue-rams in the flute part, and shaking the body of the instrument, rubbing the body of the instrument, percussive techniques, glissandi, Bartok pizzicato, sliding the hand or fingers back and forth on the strings, ponticello, harmonics, tamboura, and harmonics in the guitar part.


Christian Wolff, a French-born American composer is known for writing works that encourage performers to contribute creatively in his music by allowing them to improvise, and react to each other.\(^{143}\) *Flutist and Guitarist* has a flute part that contains large leaps, solo sections, multiphonics, glissandi, ornamentation, and challenging non-scalar runs. The guitar part contains melodic elaboration, solo sections, re-tuning, rasgueado, percussive techniques, glissandi, and challenging running technique. Rhythmic difficulty in both parts includes meter changes, syncopation, thirty-second notes, triplets, and some rhythmic and pitch elements notated in graphic notation. This edition is a copy of a handwritten score.


*KI and Two Ritsu* is a collection of three short works. The rhythm is very challenging in both parts and includes graphic notation of pitch and rhythmic elements and non-metered sections. Extended techniques are used in both parts and include vibrato indications, pitch bends, tone color indications, breathy sounds, flutter tonguing, harmonics, and flutter tongued harmonics for the flute, and percussive techniques, pulling on the strings, pizzicato, harmonics, and ponticello in the guitar. Challenging traditional technique including runs that accelerate and decelerate is also called for. The textures are varied and both instruments are of equal importance and share equal difficulty. The flute part utilizes the full range of the instrument.

APPENDIX 1

INACCESSIBLE WORKS LISTED IN WORLD-CAT


Fitzgerald, Jon. *Flamenco Variations for Bassoon (Flute) and Guitar.* Grosvenor Place, N.S.W.: Reproduced and distributed by Australian Music Centre, 2002.


Loeb, David. *Sonata for Flute and Guitar.* S.l.: s.n, 1900’s.


Moore, Timothy. *Bagatelle for Sopranino Recorder (or Piccolo, Treble Recorder of Flute) & Guitar (or Harpsichord).* 1960.


Nagel, C. *Serenade pour flûte et guitare, oeuv. 9.* Mayence: B. Schott fils, 1821.


Stravinsky, Soulima. *Duo for Flute (Violin) & Guitar. Rondo (Sketches).* 1900.
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